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B.S.U. Love Week
By Jemal }. Beale
V.P. Black Student Union
Love Week was a concept presented at a United African Student
Organization (U.A.S.O.) meeting.
It was a week (Oct 14-20) in which
each day would have a different
activity and the purpose of each
day wou Id have ad ifferent activity
and the purpose of each activity is
to bring all the participants closer
together across the campus. The
event was supported by several
other colleges throughout the state.
At Kean College each participant
wou Id wear a supporters sticker or
a red ribbon! The response to Love
Week was great. The B.S.U. appreciates all who participated.
The day that kicked off the entire
event was 'Hug me Monday'! This
was my favorite day and seemed
to be everyone else's by the amount

of hug's given out across the campus. The next day was 'Brother
Carry a Sister's Books day' I This
was fol lowed by 'Shake a Brother's
Hand Day', later that day a serious
Rap session on, 'Male/Female
Relationships' occured where many
of the brothers and sisters expressed
their views on campus/world relationships. Thursday was 'Compliment a Sister/Brother Day', and
many well deserved compliments
were given. The week ended with
'African Garb Day', which is the
day to wear your Funky Afrocentric Gear!
Overall the week turned out
excellent and most are already
looking forward to next years Love
Week. I say why wait--let's turn
every single week into Love Week
and make Kean College a utopia of
love!II!

Iraqi Crisis Lecture Geared To Students
By Nick Calamito
A group discussion took place

at the Alumni Lounge in Downs
Hall on October 17th to answer
the many questions on the "Iraqi
Crisis."
Dr. Nathan Weiss handed out a
written synopsis of the key dates
entitled "Leading to the Iraqi-Confrontation". It had the key dates
from 191 6 to present date, he then
opened the discussion, stating, 'We
are here today to answer questions
and give information about the
situation going on in the Middle
East, it does not only effect us only
economically, the question arises
whether "our students are going to
participate in a future war." Weiss
then introduced the guest speakers
Dr. Gilbert Kahn and Dr. Jay Spaulding.
Speaking first, Dr. Spaulding
explained to the audience how
every time their was a Crisis in the
Europe-Asia, the United States
always blame The Soviet Union,
but now in the Middle East it is not
that case at all. "Most people of the
United States used to believe that
a Foreign Crisis alway~ had a Russian label to it, ncx this crisis though."
"This one started about 200 years
ago when westerners invaded the
Middl_e £.ut. for minerals, agriculture apd cheap labor." "Such a
place IC Kuwait, and Iraqi's per-

BSU members celebrate love week!

Tuition Crisis

In response to this crisis the NJ
By Janine McGoldrick
colleges are planning to gather in
No one likes to discuss politics Trenton on Friday, November 9th,
or hear about budget problems, for a statewide Rally. At the Capibut there is a problem every Kean tol the students will march against
student must be aware of.
the budget. This Rally will give the
On Friday the National Student students a chance to voice their
Affairs Committee held an emer- opinion to the government and
gency meeting to evaluate the ef- make them listen. NSA plans to
fects Governor Florio's budget send three or four buses of Kean
proposal will have on all state students to Trenton to join in this
collegesespecially Kean. Thefindrally.
ings were not good.
On the home front, NSA is
The proposed budget calls for
planning various events on caman 8.5% decrease in funding for all
pus to inform and mobilize stustate colleges. This could mean
dents
for the rally. Throughout the
and approximate 1.6 million dollar loss in monies for Kean alone next three weeks tables will be set
next year. This decrease could cause up in theCollegeCenterand Bruce
a raise in tuition to about three Hall containing details on the budget
hundred dollars more a year. Other crisis and selling baked goods to
effects include drastic cuts in fi- raise money for the buses. These
nancial aid, grants, class sections, tables will provide students with
school equipment, and special more specific information on how
services on campus. All state col- the decrease in funding will effect
leges including Ramapo, Stock- them and how they can get inton, and Glassboro will feel very volved in the future activities.
(Continued on Page 3)
similar effects.

spective, which I don'ta2reewith,
is to purify the Middle East from
Westerners."
Dr. Kahn went on to say how he
believed that this incident is the
first Post Cold War incident and
that we are combining our Security and Economics as one.
''Th is is the first Post-Cold-War
incident and two things are at play,"
Kahn said. "First, is the economic
point which can be defined as the
second, security concern." Kahn
agreed with Spaulding on how the
Middle East does not want any
westerners in their homeland.
"Saudi Arabia, like the rest of
the Middle East doesn't want any
help from the United States, but
they didn't want to be invaded by
the Iraqi Army either, so they swal-

lowed their pride hard and allowed us to send troops. Right
now we have about two hundred
thousand troops there plus all of
our "Stealth-Technology."
''The United States plans to get
out of there with out a single shot
fired," Kahn concluded.
Weiss raised one final question, "If we (The United States)
were to design an energy policy
that would limit our need to rely
on the Middle East for oil, would
we have moved so many troops

into that region that quickly?"
One student raised a question
concerning the United States depending on the Middle East Countries for oil.
Dr.Spalding and Dr. Kahn both
agreed in the short run it would be
hard to say but the long run they
probably could sort things out.
The students attending this discussion received a general sense
of the importance of the United
States and the United Nations
having troops in the Middle East.

Squires Van
Drags Man
By Steve Marlowe
A boiler-room repairman was
seriously injured Tuesday behind
the college center when the hose
he was unrolling got entangled in

the front wt-I of a campuwaft\bu-

teeth, according to Otto Monaco,
hospital spokesperson.
Lumbres said he received a total
of 70 stitches to his mouth and lost
four teeth.

•\am;u-.1h...Wi.,.\.•-•C...--•'

lance, dragging the man nearly s1.4,vived. Campus police came by
here and sairf f looked fn good
thirty-feet.

Emeterio Lumbres, 51, of Hillside was straightening two 50-foot
sections of hose used to wash down
the inside of the large boilers located on the main campus when
Squires van 603, enroute to anothercall, ran over the hose shortly
afler 1:30 p.m.
"It all happened in a matter of
seconds," Lumbres said the day
after the incident. ''They were
running very fast. The ambulance
did not hit me, but it hit the hose
and it wound around me."
Lumbres was taken to Union
Memorial Hospital where he was
treated for a laceration on the lip,
a fractured left foot, an abrasion
on the back and avulsion of the

shape. The doctor told me that I
should take at least six weeks off
(from work)," Lumbres said.
Janet Ertlmaier of the maintenance department said Lumbres
has worked for Kean College since
May of 1987.
All inquiries to the Squires about ·
the incident were directed to Student Organization. Stefanie Fraser,
Student Organization Business
Manager said the driver of the van
was Squires Capt. Joseph Trivasano.
The insurance company for
Student Organization is involved
in litigation concerning another
Squires operator accident from
October of last year, Fraser 1aid.

Psych Prof Indicted For Insurance Fraud
By Steve Marlowe
An assistant professor of psychology at Kean college was indicted by a state grand jury last
week on charges of attempting to
defraud an insurance company of
$13,000, Attorney General Robert
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Assistant professor of psychology, Sandra Gonsalves, who was
indicted by"a grand jury for insurance fraud.

Del Tufo said.
Sandra Gonsalves, 30, of Sparta,
was charged with conducting an
insurance scam after she allegedly
submitted a claim for 133 psychotherapeutic treatments that "she
had not performed."
An article appearing last week
in a daily newspaper stated that
the falsified claim was for $30,000,
but Attorney General spokesperson Chris florentz said, "she actually submitted bills for approximately $13,000 in psychotherapy."
The charges also stated that
Gonsalves attempted to persuade
one of her patients to provide
misinformation regarding the
·number of treatments received after
she discovered the claim was being
investigated.
Gonsalves, who began teaching at Kean in 1984, was charged
with attempted theft by deception,
tampering with a witness and falsifying records.
Repeated attempts to reach
Gonsalves for romment at her office
and at her residence went left
unanswered before presstime.

Students in one of Gonsalves'
General Psychology classes were
shocked when they learned of the
charges, but did not seem to mind.
"It was surprising," sophomore
Christa Granato said. "I mean she's
very nice, she's happy, she's easy
going. It was just not her style."
Both Granato and her classmate, junior Cheryl Skeete, said
they enrolled in Gonsalves' class
because they had "heard she was
the best in the department."
Patricia Molden, director of
college relations said there is no
action being taken against Gonsalves at this time, but that "college officials were looking into it.•
Florentz said that a pre-trial
conference would be the next step
in the judicial process, but that no
date for the conference had been
set yet.
Meanwhile, Gonsalves' students
are waiting to learn the outcome
of the situation, some hoping she
will continue to teach at Kean.
"I hope she comes back,• Skeete
said after Gonsalves failed to show
up for class Monday.

.

- campus Calendar

The Freshman Center

What's Going On ...
Friday, October 26, 1990
I.S.A.

12 - 3pm
3 - 1 0pm
7 - 11 pm
5- 9pm

Student Org.
Alpha Kappa Psi
Hotline Training

Grill Room
Alumni lounge
Rm.A.
Rm. B.

Saturday, October 27, 1990

12 - 1 0pm
6pm - 2am
11 am - 3pm
1 :30pm

Ukranian Congress
Indian Stud Assoc Party
Hotline Training
Footbal I-Glassboro

little Theatre
CC Cafe
Alumni lounge
Main Campus

Sunday, October 28, 1990
6 - 11 pm
6- 8pm
10am - 4pm
8 - 10pm
1 - 6:30pm
7 - 11 pm

Alpha Theta Pi
Catholic Stud. Org.
Nu Theta Chi
lambda Theta Phi
Sigma Beta Chi
Lambda Theta Alpha

D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge
Rm.A
Rm.A .
Rm. B
Rm. B

Monday, October 29, 1990

Mu Sigma Upsilon

7:30 - 9pm
7 - 11 pm
3 - 5pm

D.R. 2
Rm.A
Rm. B

Rho Theta Tau
M.A.T. Testing

Tuesday, October 30, 1990
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm

Omega Sigma Psi
D.R. 2
Sigma Theta Chi
D.R. 3
Nu Theta Chi
Rm. B
lambda Chi Rho
Rm.A
Zeta Delta p·
VE-113
Sigma Beta Tau
VE-310
Delta Sigma Pi
T-211
Pan-Hellenic Council
Alumni lounge
G.C.C.
J-138
Chess Club
T-207
Memorabilia
J-137
Day Care Center
CSS-108
I.V.C.F.
J-132
I.S.A.
J-203
A.C.M.
T-212
E.E.O.
J-134, 135, 136,
139,142,143,145, T-208, 216

7:30 - 11 pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
6 - 9pm
1 :40 - 3pm
1 :40 - 3pm
1 :40 - 3pm
1:40 - 3pm
1:40 - 3pm
1:40- 3pm
1 :40 - 3pm
1:40-3pm

1:40- 3pm

Zionis Assoc
C.C.C.
D.E.C.A.

1:40
1 :40
1:40
1:40

Pre- law Club
H.A.S.
Gay People at Kean
Pakistani Club

1:40-3pm
1 :40 - 3pm

-
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3pm
3pm
3pm
3pm

Wednesday, October 31, 1990

J-131

J-133
J-100, 140
VE-113
J-336

HALLOWEEN

H.O.P.E.
S.C.S.C. Party
Alpha Theta Pi
Rho Sigma Chi
Nu Delta Pi
Proud Latinos
I.V.C.F.
E.E.O.
Pre-law Club
K.C. for life
Kean Gospel Choir
lambda Tau Omega
Chess Club
lambda The ta Alpha

3 - 5pm
8pm - 1am
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3 :05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm

J-301

J-204A

Grill Room
CC Cafe
D.R. 3
Rm.A
Rm. B
J-100
J-132
J-137, 138,203
J-133
J-139
VE-113
J-304
T-207
J-203

Thursday, Novemb~r 1, 1990

12:15 - 2pm
7 - 11 pm

4 - 8pm
8 - 11 pm

'

\I, ,

Freshme n Center
lambda The ta Ph i
Phi Delta Kappa
Nu Theta Chi

D.R. 2
D.R. 3
Alumni Lounge
Rm. A

Focus On Freshmen
"I think I know ·what's wrong
with kids today," states Uncle Chuck
as he catches you walking past,
out into the garage. "Get back in
here. I said I think I know what's
wrong with kids today."
"Your doctoral thesis, Uncle
Chuck?" you attempt to get away,
giving him the evasive " I have
somewhere to go" routine.
"Nothing is more important than
what I have to say," announces
Uncle Chuck as he leaps off the
loveseat and grabs you by the collar,
setting you down on the loveseat
in a tight squeeze next to him.
"Uncle Chuck, I really have to
get going. I have a date tonight and
if I'm late I'm dead".
Uncle Chuck 's eyes focus directly into yours, much unlike his
usual bleary-eyed expression. He
must be sober, you figure.
"Now look, if you really want
to end up dead, you' II ignore what
I want to talk to you about, I'm
being serious."
"Okay, Uncle Chuck, I'll listen," the obedience in your voice
stuns you. 'Why would I ever
consenttobeing lectured by Uncle
Chuck?" you think to yourself. Then
you notice the lead pipe with
'Chuck' painted on its tip under
the loveseat. You made a wise
decision.
"I'm going to tell you all about
SAFE SEX. I know, I know a stud
like me telling all my secrets probably seems a bit shocking to a young

to be such a warm, concerned
fellow. •
"Why? You think I'm hard as
nails! Just because I was in a war
doesn't mean that I've forgotten
what it feels like to be in love, or
how to relate to other people."
"Well, Uncle Chuck, I never
realized you were so knowledgeable about these things," you say,
totally astonished that Uncke Chuck
can be such a factbook on of all
things, human relations. ''Things
were different in my day, but I
keep up as best as I can. I only look
like a no-good lout lounging in the
lovesear sixteen hours a day. When
your not here I often browse through
medical journals and the like."
"Really, Uncle Chuck?"
"No, actually I just watch a lot
of TV," says Uncle Chuck in exasperation. "Of course I do something other than drink ale and watch
TV. I may not have a job or go to
college, but I keep my brain moving. I've got to watch out for you
kids."
The heart warming moment lasts
only a few seconds, than Uncle
Chuck walks over to the fridge,
grabs an Ale and hollars "Hurry
Up! You're going to be late for that
date!"
You can't believe Uncle Chuck
is throwing you out. You do not
answer. You get out the door.
Tip of the Week: Attend the
Safe Sex Workshop with your Freshman Seminar Class.

Holocaust Resource Center Sponsors Second Generation
A "Bridge to the Future", a New
Jersey Second Generation Conference, will be held on Sunday, November 11, 1990, from 8:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. in Downs Hall. We
welcome all those interested to

participate and help preserve the
history, culture, events and feelings expressed by Survivors, Rescuers, Literatutre, Children of
Holocaust Survivors and their
families.
This movement, originated by
the children of Holocaust survivors, was created to continue teaching others about the events and
effects of the Holocaust long after
the actual witnesses are no longer
living.
Topics to be featured include: a

discussion of the issues of family
relationships and ccommunication,
support group sessions, a panel
discussion and a workshop on oral

history, and workshops on social
action projects.
For more information please
call Helen Walzer at X3049.

Sociology Faculty Sponsor

Talk on Men's Lives in The 90's
On Thursday, November 1st at
10:30 am the sociology Faculty
will sponsor a talk by Dr. Michael
Kimmel entitled "Men's Lives inthe
90's Are They Changing?" The program will be held in the Little/
Theater. Michael Kimmel is a
sociologist well known for his
research in the area of gender. He,
is the author of the forthcoming

book, Against The T-ides Profeminist Men In America 1775-1990

and Men Confront Pornography.
He has also edited Changing Men
and Men's Lives. He will discuss
topics such as fatherhood, friendship, date rape, gang rape, AIDS
and sexual harrassment in the
workplace. The entire college
community is invited.

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,

I've been feeling really tense
and irritable lately. I have to much
work to do that I need another ten
hours in the day to do it all. Midterms are coming up and I'm feel ing overwhelmed. To make matters worse, I've been walking around
with a smashing headache for days.
People tell me I need to relax, but
I just don't have the time. Can you
help me?
Overwhelmed

Library Schedule
Fall Semester, 1990
~September 6 - December 21

whipper snapper like yourself, but
I watch television, the rock and
rap videos, the soap opera. It's a
jungle out there. When I was young,
you didn't have a thing like AIDS
hanging over you. Now you do;
don't forget it."
"I have a few choice words that
I'd like to share with you. I figure,
maybe Uncle Chuck, the authority
you look up to for the best advice,
your beacon of reason, hope and
whateyer else you need, can convince you to ho~ serious it really
is," Uncle Chuck's eyes water up.
"Could you get to the point, oh
great Uncle," you say, hoping to
curb the birdwalking.
"Okay, look, if you and your
partner choose to engage in intercourse, be very careful. Communicate with your partner about
health and sexual histories prior to
the moment of intimacy. Plan Ahead
Don't let things 'just happen'. Be
prepared to protect yourself as well
as your partner. Remember that
AIDS and STDs are caughtthrough
the exchange of bodily fluids."
"The ~afest sex is no sex. Try
romance. Be attentive to your date.
There's a lot of crazy stuff going on
in the world. Get to know each
other. Find out each other's feelings about all sorts of things. Feel
comfortable with each other.Take
your time."
"Uncle Chuck, I'm surprised to
hear you talking this way," you
say, never expecting Uncle Chuck

Dear Overwhelmed,

You seem to be experiencing a
lot of stress in your life right now.
While small to moderate amounts
of stress can be helpful, large
amounts of stress can result in

physical problems, headaches,
fatigue, irritability, insomnia, and
weight problems are all possible
symptoms of stress.
The key to dealing with stress is
to manage it - to make it work for
you. One way to do this is to take
a short break from you re long study
periods. Allow yourself a few
moments to take a walk or listen to
your favorite song - or anything
you find enjoyable. This will refresh you and help you to concentrate better. If your life is utter
chaos, bringing some organiztion
into it will help to manage your
stress. Make lists and prioritize
things that must get done fo r the
day, the week, or the month. Proc rasti nation is anothe r source of

stress. Avoid putting off your studying until the night before.
Taking care of yourself - making sure you get adequate rest, nutrition, and regular exercise - is
very important for managing stress.
When you're feeling overwhelmed,
using deep, quiet breathing for a
few moments might help to ease
the tension. Also, talking with a
friend aboutyourstress can help to
make it more manageable. You
might also want to check out the
Stress Management supoport group
(Thursdays or Fridays at 11 am-12pm), where you can talk about
your stress and learn other techniques. The group meets in the
Counseling Center (SA126 - Bookstore building).

Mondays Thru Thursdays ................ 8:00 AM - 11 :00 PM
Fridays .. .. .... ........... ...... ....... .... .... ...... 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Saturdays .... ........ ............................ 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Sundays ................ ... ....................... 1:00 PM-10:00 PM

For East Campus Library Hours
Check With The Library

International Week Agenda
Oct. 21-26 - International Week - Oct. 25th Thursday - College
Cafeteria- 9:00 PM-1 :00 am - Brunch/Buffet-$5.00- Grill Room.
Nov. 20 - Harvest-time celebration/Quad Alliance open to entire
college. Lots of food from all over.
Dec. 2 - LS.A. International Fashion Show - Downs Hall, Dining
Room II & Ill - 8:00 pm - 10:00 pm.
Dec. 12 - Annual Christmas Dinner - Downs Hall, Dining Room Ill
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N .S.A. On Tuition
(Continued from Page 1)
On Tuesday, November 6th at
1:40 pm, NSA will sponsor a march
across campus to express their
concern about the governments'
"abandonment" of their colleges.
The march will carry the theme:
"The Death of Higher Education".
After the march there will be a
mini-rally outside the College
Center to prepare and excite the
students for the Trenton Rally.
At the NSA meeting Chuck Stiuso, director of NSA, explained
the purpose and hopes for the up
coming events. He stated: "We
, want to increase student awareness of what Floria's budget cuts
are and what effects they wi 11 have
if the students do not come together to stop the decrease in fund-

ing. The demonstration on the 6th
will express to everyone that Kean
students are angry and will mobilize people for the state rally on
the 9th."
NSA is looking to all Kean students to help in these efforts. Their
next meeting is Wednesday at3:30
in the Student Organization Conference Room, CCl 18. Everyone
is welcome to come to offer their
ideas and support.
These cuts will hurt each and
every student. The only way to
prevent tuition increases and financial aid decreases is to join
together and voice the student
opinion. It is possible to make a
change, but it can not be done if
we just sit back and complain.
Speak up and make a change!

Dream To Reality
By Janette Peressini
Isn't it everyone's dream to be
self-employed; to be your own boss?
Well, here is a story of a local
family who turned their dream into
reality.
It all started when Harry
Bleiwise, founder and president of
Rider Insurance Company, Inc.,
purchased a motorcycle and found
it difficult to obtain motorcycle
insurance. He resented the treatment he was receiving from the
insurance companies, and saw that
there was no reason for their behavior. This provoked Harry to
start his own insurance agency
specializing in motorcycle insurance. With no previous experience, Harry, and hiswife,June, set
out to start their own business.

The operation originated in 1971
in the basement of their home
here. At that time, Harry and June
were the only employees of the

the company they had been dealing with stopped offering motorcycle insurance. After getting the
necessary approval and satisfying
the financial responsibilities, Rider
decided to form a company exclusively for motorcycle insurance.
The compnay has grown tremendously and has become very
successful. The secret to their
success is due to the fact that they
provide superior service at reasonable rates. Their marketing technique of 'word of mouth' has given
them their praiseworthy reputation.
Today, they employ approximately 40 employees. They have
relocated their office to 1360 Morris
Ave., Union. Although it has grown,
the office has managed to maintain its family atmosphere.
Rider's future expectations are
to hopefully continue to provide

agency. It was a struggle in the
~inning, but their time and ef-

e,coellent service at reasonable rates.

fort eventually paid off.
Rider continued to operate as
an agency for about six years. Then,

in that they only insure motorcycles. Rider is a true specialty
company.

Rider is unquestionably unique

_ "From two em_ergingartists''. Orland R. Cuevas, Single room occupancy 1988-1990 20x15x24 clay, wood,
wax and synthetic polyner paint.

Howe Gallery Exhibition
By Donna Williams-Santiago
The James Howe Gallery will
have exhibits throughout the academic school year. The first exhibit entitled "Shining Stars"
launched the 1990-1991 exhibition season "with an exciting
compilation of work featuring our
Visual Communication alumni,
present students and faculty" as
stated by Leonard Pierro, Chair of
the Fine Arts Department. It was

exhibition can best be described
by Zara Cohan, Director of the
James Howe Gallery in thefollowing manner: "Six Fine Art majors
have returned to their Alma Mater
to participate in an exhibition
entitled EXHIBITION, which was
planned last spring when they came
together for a round-table discussion. Each defended his or her
proposal to an audience of stu-

set up from September 1 O through
September 28.
The James Howe Gallery is

dents and faculty. The five dlv\ded
the James Howe Gallery into five
sections to accornodate the theme-

currently displaying their second
set of exhibits. The sources for this

-"An Exhibition I Always Wanted
to Organize.• The sixth member of

Kean's Office Of Student Affairs Capture Awards
By Denise Anthony
This year, for the first time, the
National Association for Campus
Activities offered a Multi-Cultural
Award for the program best designed to meet the diverse cultural
populations attending today's colleges and Universities.
Vying for the award were groups
representing over 100 colleges and
Universities. The recipient of this
years award was announced at
this year's NACA conference held
June 22-24 at the Tamiment Resort
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Comingawaythevictorswerethedelegates from Kean College, who won
for their submission, Human Relations Retreat "The World is One at
Kean College•. The delegates consisted of student leaders of Kean's
various heritage organizations and
student organizations, as well as
11 faculty facilitators.

Under the direction of Beverly
Desch and Tom O'Donnell the
faculty and student leaders came
together at the Human Relations
Retreat for the purpose of sharing
the resu Its of the Human Relations
Student Survey recently conducted
at Kean. These results were used to
develop an agenda and action strategies for improving Human Relations at Kean College.
The conference and retreat
served many purposes, the least of
which was the bonding of a cohesive unit comprised of students
and faculty representative of the
many diverse interests and concerns of all of us at Kean College.
I would like to extend sincere
congratulations to the entire group
on behalf of all of us at Kean.
I amsurethateveryonenoticed
the many tables along the campus

G. Education
The General Education Program,
whose cultrual emphasis this year
centers on the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, is pleased to have
Professor Nina Demourova as a
guest speaker. Ms. Demourova is
Professor of English at the Lenin
State Pedagogical Institute in
Moscow, specializing in English
and American Literature. She has
published more than 70 critical
works, including three books, Es-

says on English Children's Literature, 18th and 19th Century (1975),
Lewis Carroll, Life and Work (1979),
and a recent three volume edition
of Thomas Hardy's works with
preface and commentaries.
Professor Demourova is also a

noted translator, having published
over 60 translations, notably of
American authors: Edgar Allen Poe,
Bret Harte, Edward Albee, Francis
Hodgson-Burnett, and of English
authors: G.K. Chesterton, Lewis
Carroll, James M. Barrie, Shelagh
Delaney, Charles Dickens, Maria
Edgeworth, George MacDonald and
Eleanor Farjeon.
She will speak on Tuesday,
October 30 at 1 :40 p.m. in T2111. The title of her talk is, On

Translatin~ and Publishing in the
Soviet Union: Changing Perspectives. Members of the College
community are invited to attend to listen to her speak and to ask
questions afterward.

during this years Campus Awareness Festival, held September 26
and 27, organized and implemented
under the direction ofTom O'Donnell, director and Beverly Desch,
assistant director of the Student
Affairs Office at Kean College.
The Office of Student Affairs was
recipient of the National Association of College Campus Activities
award for the most creative use of
theme. This years theme was
"Crusin' into the 90's" and was
used as· the logo for posters, Tshirts, and buttons distributed at

the festival. This is the fifth year in
a row that Kean college has taken
this award.
The Campus Awareness Festival is designed to help make students aware of the many clubs,
organizations and services available to them at Kean College. Students are encouraged to make use
of the services of the Office of
Student Affairs, and questions may
be directed to the friendly and
helpful staff that man the office by
phoning 527-2044.

News Writers Needed!
Please contact Lamont or Steve
at the Indy.

Attention
Education Majors
Remember, it is a requirement that you report
to the Speech and Hearing Center at the Child
Study Institute (C.S.I.) for your Speech/Language
Screening if you haven't already done so.
It's quick, it's easy, and it's required for graduation!
To schedule an appointment call Marian Zuckerman at 527-2382 or come to the center any
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday.

the group is the catalogue designer.
It is our pleasure to present this
exhibition and to welcome the
return of six of the greatest who, as
students, were devoted to the Fine
Art Department, the Fine Art Students Association (FASA), Museum
studies and especially, the gallery
program.

Like a proud parent, I brag about
their accomplishments. Alejandro
A.nreus, Cur8'.or ol Two Emerging

Artists is an assistant curator at The

Montclair Art Museum, a painter
who has been awarded a NJ State
Council of the Arts fellowship and
a doctoral student at City College.
Alice Caulkins, organizer of Thomas Nast's Cartoons, is the curator
of the Thomas Nast Collection at
Maccullough Hall in Morristown,
founder of the Thomas Nast Society, and a trustee of the Arts Counci I of the Morris Area and the
, Friends of the New Jersey State
Museum. Donna DeSalvo, who
has retraced Robert Smithson's
Passaic Monuments, is the adjunct
of the new Andy Warhol Museum
in Pittsburgh. She has been on the
staff of the Museum of Modern Art,
the International Center of Photography and the Dia Art Foundation. As an independent curator,
she has organized an Andy Warhol exhibition at the Grev Art
Gallery, which traveled in the US
and Europe. Marion Grzesiak, who
is continuing her 1930-70 major
American art exhibit in Lingotto
Italy for FIAT of Philip Evergood by
zeroing in on his Women, is Curator of Education at The Montclair
Art Museum. Marion is chair of the
Museums Council of New Jersey
committee on Professional Learning. Nicholas Rizzo, who is asking
What is Art?, is an art consultant
for major corporations and collectors. He has worked in the Morris
Museum, the Art Center of Northern New Jersey and two New York
photography galleries. Margaret
O'Reilly, the catalogue designer,
is the Publications Art Director at
the New Jersey State Museum, as
well as a painter and freelance
graphic designer. While at Kean,
she was president of FASA and
Director/Curator of the Student
Gallery."
The James Howe Gallery is
located on the first floor of the
Vaughn Eames Building. The gallery hours are Monday through
Thursday 10-2 and 5-7 and Friday
10-12. This exhibition will be open
to the public until November 2.
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Commentary
Keen on Kean

By Manny Cantor

Speak Out Against A Shooting War!
1

It gave me a big lift to read that
Bishop Joseph A. Francis of the
Newark Archdiocese had declared
that any military offensive by the
United States against Iraq would
be an "immoral" action.
"Our national leadership has
hinged in variouswaysitmaysoon
strike a massive and paralyzing
blow against Iraq, " the Bishop
said. "We see no circumstance
1,.mder which such an offensive
military action, which would ·
undoubtedly entail a large number
of deaths - American and Iraqi,
soldiers and civilians - could be
considered a just war.
"One lesson we should have
learned from the war in Vietnam is
that we must not wait until
enormous amounts of blood have
been shed before we speak out for
peace." ... ''To engage in any kind
of military action would be fatal
not only to Iraq but to the United
States and other countries around
the world" ... "we wouldn't be
able to stop it" once it started.
Bravo, Bishop Francis! I've been
haunted for weeks by the specter
of young Americans corpses in

caskets, and grief stricken devas- lives is much to high to demontated families. I am old enough to strate that we're still No. 1 as a
have lived through the many wars world power.
in which the U.S.A. has been inBishop Francis is not among
volved in this century. As a young- religious leaders. In Commonster, like most Americans I was weal this month, Rev. J. Bryan
subjected to the torrent of propa- Hehir, an advisor to the Catholic
ganda about the "Huns" and the bishops on international affairs,
infants they impaled on their bayo- takes a strong stand against milinets, that preceded our entry into tary intervention . "It would risk
World War I. Years later I learned destruction out of proportion to
the truth, after historians won access any legitimate gains," he wrote.
to the secret archives, that most of Last month the National Council
these tales of atrocities were fake, of Churches, which inclllde 32
contrived deliberately by the gov- Protestant and Eastern Orthodox
ernment to "prepare" the public.
churches, passed a strong resoluI've watched with mounting tion opposing intervention. Some
anxiety the continued build-up of leaders of Protesant and Catholic
U.S. armament Kuwait and the churches, at a news conference in
Persian Gulf, clearly geared to an Washington on Oct. 11, called
offensive war, while the public is U.S. policy in the gulf crisis prelulled with official utterances of a cipitate and dangerous and propreference for a peaceful solution. posed a mobilization of public
Behind the facade I see doors and opinion in opposition. Leaders of
minds closed to the idea of nego- the conservsative evangelical
tiations, spurning efforts of our more churches, who usually give supprudent allies. If we start this war port to American military interwe will have the overwhelming vention, have not done so this
burden. The financial cost, already time. In August, the Rev. Billy
Graham called the situation "po$15 million a day, will swell to $1
billion a day Above all, the cost in tentially one of the most danger-

Running Out Of Room
By Rick Donovan
Living in New Jersey means
learning to share space. We' re the
most densely populated state in
\he coun\ry, with more \ive bodies

per square mile than anywhere
else. Some fifteen times the na-

tional average. It 's people on top
of people, and neighbors breathing down each other's neck. The
vistas shrink, crowds swell, and it
feels as if we're all running out of
room.
This fact comes to light in irritating ways. Driving in the Parkway's southern lane on a sunny
Saturday morning in July. Braving
an anonymous shopping mal I on a
rainy weekend in December. Jousting with fellow Kean students for a
treasured parking space. You Iiteral ly wonder, where did al I of these
people come from?
We're cramped too close for
comfort, but other countries have
it worse. Picture the impoverished

To Kill
By Lauren Schanker
Since 1976 the number of
inmates in the United States executed totals 115.
Of the methods used include,
injection, gas, electrocutions and
a firing squad. Plus in Delaware,
Montana and New Hampshire
hanging is still the method of execution used.
This in my opinion demonstrates
a barbaricoffensetocivilized standards of decency. It would seem
there are few people who actually
still respect human life and others
who feel they have the right to
terminate it.

Soviet Un ion. Here apartments are
divided up by strict mathematical
formula. Each unlucky comrade is
alloted a specific numberof square
feet of Iivi ng space. Say ten-by-ten
per pen;on. Five in a family? Squeeze
them in and see if poor Ivan can
ever find an ounce of privacy. As
far as waiting on lines, well that
burden of Soviet life has been
documented plenty.
So New Jersey hasn't reached a
standing-room only crisis just yet,
but tickets are going fast. Maybe
what we need is for a surpremefire
marshal to tack up a sign in the
clouds saying something about a
legal populatuion capacity in the
state. New Jersey's physique is
bulgingattheseams. How can we
al I fit?
If claustrophobia is nipping at
your heels, there is always the
final option-moving. The Maines
and Oregons and New Mexicos of
this country offer up elbowroom
galore. Wide open horizons smile

•••

over ample acres of solitude. The
compacted crush of humanity is
thinned out-merely sprinkled here
and there like lonely poppy seeds
atop a bun. All proportions of space
to man are redrawn, and any hint

of a rush hour can serenely dissolve in minutes.

But of course the metropolitan
area ise where the action is. High
paying jobs, sterling cultural events,
a plethora of sports teams, fine
restaurants and museums all in
abundance in our tight little corner of the world. It's no wonder
people gravitate to northern New
Jersey. Things are happening here.
Fighting the crowd is the price
we pay. There are very few secrets
left in society.Once word gets out
of a good thing going on people
are sure to arrive in droves. It's a
moth-to-light syndrome. Running
out of room is inevitable, so I'll
simply grit my teeth through the
next traffic jam and mutter to myself
"the more the merrier".

Or Not To Kill

Aside from merely personal
belief, there are other reasons to
abolish the death penalty. There is
the fact that execution is irreversible and an innocent person might
be put to death. Although there are
no documented cases in recent
years, Ray Calvert, a leading figure
for abolition in the 1930's stated,
''The fact that few errors of justice
come to light in connection with
capital offenses should not lead us
to suppose that such mistakes do
not occur." Dating from 1893
through 1962, 74 homicides cased
ended in wrongful convictions in
which 31 received the death pen-

ally and were actually executed.
Another reason to abolish capital punishment would be the discrimination factor. As of 1988 40%
of those sentenced to death were
black and nearly all cases sentenced were indigents. Should
people be denied life sentences as
opposed to death penalties becausethey are minorituies or poor?
I believe if we search longer
and harder for a solution to criminal behavior we will no longer
need to end another human beings
life simply because our prisons are
overcrowded. Shouldn't you need
a better reason than that?
Peace

Strategic Defense Initiative

The choice is ours .

ous threats to world peace and stability since World War II."
The U.S. Constitution says
clearly that only Congress has the
power to declare war. The last
time Congress did that was on
Dec. 8, 1941. Yet, since the end of
World War I the president has sent
soldiers into wars, big and small,
without consultation with the
people's representatives. Sure there
has been some resistance. But the
majority, of both parties, has bent
to the same flood of exhortation,
exageration and often outright lies
most often involved to sway the
citizenry. A further menace, this
time, is that Congress will be in
recess for the next two months.
It was indeed welcome that
leading Democratic and Republican Senators, members of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, were
demanding that the Bush Administration obtain Congressional
approval before initiating any
military action. Included were
Richard G. Lugar of Indiana, Frank
H. Murkowski of Alaska, and Nancy
Landon Kassebaum of Kansas, all

Republican stalwarts. But they, too
were rebuffed by Secretary of State
James A Baker 3rd.
The lesson of all our history is
that only the vigorous, sustained
intervention of the American people
gives any guarantee that the will of
the people will be carried out by
their government. The church leaders are pointing the way. Where is
the response from the campuses?
Does not the chilling prospectthat
thousands of lives will be wasted
in an immoral military adventure
move some of us on this campus to
give some leadership. ½Ould we
not exercise our right of petetion?
An organization like the National
Students Association could call
together the fraternities and soroorities, the International Students
Union, and other student groups
plus representatves of the Faculty
Senate, the Teachers Union and
the Communication Workers Union, to launch a petition drive, at
least, to give voice to what is the
majority opinion at Kean College,
as it is the American people.

Learn The Facts First!
To the Editor:
which is defense spending. FurI'm outraged at the article ther more, we have the issue of the
"Bushnomics Spell Hard Times alleged increase of taxes on the
Ahead" printed on October 11, poor which should increase by a
1990. The article had no point factor of three. Where are you
except to take cheap shots at Presi- getting your facts Donald S. Deane?
dent Bush. No economic data was Please spear us your gibberish.
presented, and the fervor with which
Finally I will address are the So
the author attacked the President Called Rich. Who are these So
can only be described as disgrace- Called Rich? In the article, the
ful. Donald S. Deane has demon- suggestion is an income of
strated the worst in our society by $100,000. Lets take this premise
his outrages effrontery. He has the thus: There is a couple, each
gall to attack the deeds of Ronald member is a col Iage graduate each
Reagan, who brought this country has been in the work force for 10
back from the brink after Jimmy years each is making $50,000.
Carter almost single handedly Here is a household with an indestroyed it. Where was Donald come of $100,00. They pay 33%
S. Deane during eight years of tax, they have a mortgage on
prosperity and economic growth. $150,000 home for 30 years. They
Donald S. Deane also makes some • have a $10,000 car + insurance,
comparisons that have no credible and one child.
Income $100,000, Taxes
value. He implies that the tax on
$33,000,
Mortgage & Insurance
gasoline, alcohol, cigarettes, boats
and furs should be followed by a $20,000, Car & Insurance $9,000,
tax on caviar and BMW's. How- Child $5,000, Total $33,000. This
ever, as far as reality is concerned doesn't take into account food heat,
most of us use gasoline, most of us clothes education for children, and
have an occasional drink, too many the rest. Should these people pay
of us smoke, and most of us want more? Why don't we bankrupt this
boats, and furs but can't afford family and add them to the numthem. The usage of these things ber of homeless in the streets.
Donald S. Deane, please spare us
doesn't constittute wealth.
your opinions, stop writing for the
Of course Donald S. Deane paper, and start reading more. Learn
also uses the old liberal ploy of facts, try being productive instead
cutting the defense. Well, it is all _of being a deduction on your parright to cut the defense spending ent's income tax.
until one realizes how many people
are employe by it. Our economy
Respectfully;
consists of many factors one of
Dimitry Ostrovsky

The College/University Fair Is Coming
Thinking about attending college, but need some
help? Stop worrying about what school is best, how
much it will cost, what campus life is like, when is the
application deadline, etc, etc. Representatives from
over 40 college and universities will be available to
help provide information concerning admissions, financial aid, and other questions of interest.
Date: Saturday, October 27, 1990. Time: 10:00 AM
- 3:30 PM. Place: First Baptist church, 5 Hilton Avenue,
Vauxhall, New Jersey 07088. Rev. Dr. Marion J. Franklin, Pastor H. Leslie Carey, Chairperson, 687-3414.
Forfurther information, call 687-3414 Daily from 9-4
PM.
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Editorial
Sigmund Freud, Dr. Ruth, Linda
Lovelace, Phil Donahue, and Captain James T. Kirk, what have they got
in common? Sex. Some write thesis
papers on it, some provide advise on
it, and others exploit it. There is no
escaping it, for each and every one of
us is a sexual being.
So what's wrong with that? It's a fact
of life. Another fact of life is the
increased number of aborted pregnancies in this year alone. More often
than not, these abortions involve
teenagers and young adults. For most
people the period of experimentation
is between the years of 12 and 21, the
same years in which the body undergoes the most changes. It's only natural that if you get something new
you' II want to try it out as soon as
possible.
Where a 'new' body is concerned,
you have to be carefu I about how you
'try it out'. To almost all of you this
may seem to be a recap of what your
teachers told you in elementary and
high school health classes, but that
doesn't make it any less important.
As any parent, counselor, or teacher
will tell you, the best way to avoid
problems is to avoid the causes. To
some young experimenting couples,
pregnancy is a problem. How they
deal with the 'problem' depends on
their moral and/or religious beliefs.
Prevention seems to be the best route
of action.
Th is week has been safe sex w eek.
A time set aside to help members of
the college commu nity learn about
ways of avoi ding pregnan cy, wh ile
st ill being able to enjoy one another 's
company to the fullest. In addition
you 've been given t he opportun ity to
learn the latest info on all the sexu ally
transmitted diseases, an absolute must
in ou r society today.
Practicing safe sex is the smart way
to protect yourself, as we l I as your
partner. While no protection can be
1 00% guaranteed effective, the more
you know about these practices, and
the more they are used, the more
comfortable you w i 11 feel about sharing i ntamacy.
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Letters

Think About It
I have many thoughts and feelings about the Homecoming party
incident and African-American
students attitudes on campus _in
general.
The Black Student Union, of
which I'm a part of, attempted to
put on a concert party featuring a
Tribe Called Quest, on Oct. 6th,
for all students to enjoy. We were
trying to make Homecoming 090
memorable, but thanks to an out
dated group of students and nonstudents, it will be remembered,
alright as negative. The "new college center" question has been asked
for years and I really don't want to
focus my attention on that. What I
will say is, administration, we need
a place and we need it, now! As for
the police, the situation was handled
improperly. Maybe the orders came
from higher up, I don't know. Alot
could've been prevented if the
riotous crowd was disperersed
immediately, but that is still not
the point I want to get at.
I would like to address this article to those of you that helped
ruin the event and also contributed to the negative stereotypes
and destruction of African-Americans.
Okay, here's the sequence:
There's a party and you and all
your girls or boys decide to get
drunk. You run around like franti c
fools, scraping up money (laundry
change if you 're desparate) and
trying to find someone 21 to get
the liquor for you. Since you're
basically broke, you have to settle
for the cheap stuff, Ole "E" (Old
English 800). Don't get me wrong.

occasion, but when you believe
that you're invincible or you can
beat up the world, then there's a
serious problem. In all actually, if
you think about it, liquor, especially cheap liquor, is just another
device to destroy African-Americans. Why is it on practi cally every street corner in a predominately black neighborhood, there's
a liquor store? THINK ABOUT IT!
Most African-American men
naturally have a strong sense of
pride. When that's combined with
alcohol, that can be explosive
mixture. Everybody wants to be
the "tough" guy or "gangster".

I'm not condeming anyone who

Let's see who can prove their
manhood by throwing up their
hands and beating down, the brother
next to them, that's in the same
day to day struggle as you are.
Sisters are not any better. Are we
being so de-sensitized that we yearn
and flock to a fight instead of breaking it up? Is it cute to watch sister
A, fight with sister B, over a man
who is doggin' them botth, GET IT
TOGETHER!
There's a time to be a tough
homeboy who thinks he's running
things (preferably middle school,
at the latest 10th grade) and then
there's a time to open your eyes
and realize we' re in a system that
perceives us as inferior and unimportant.
Why would you let someone
who doesn't even attend your
college, destroy your environment,
jeopardize your well-being and
bring you down to their level?
Doesn't anyone understand it only
takes a few knuckleheads to ruin it

drinks, I myself have indulged on

for those of us who are trying to

better ourselves and contribute to
our community.
The most ironic thing, is now
everyone is on the "Black" tip.
We're yearning the African beads,
our hair is twisted and dreaded,
and we're wearing tee-shirts conveying positive black messages.
Most African American students
of my generation truly see the need
for change and wear these things
to shbw their support. But then
you have brothers and sisters, with
the dreads and the beads, carrying
knives, mace, and even guns.
College is a place of compromise and growth. You have to learn
how to relate to others. This is not
a half-way house or a day care
center. It's time to start taking responsibility for our actions. Whether
you choose to accept it or not we
as African-Americans are at war.
We are fighting a power structure
that denies and distortes our history. It creates and sets standards
of beauty, in which African-Americans do not measure up. It twists
concepts of respect and compassion into greed and materialism.
We are all brainwashed. The sooner
you realize it, the better off you'll
be.
The B.S.U., put alot of time,
effort and money into this event,
and it hurt to see it de stroyed. But
what eve n hurt more was to see
my peers acti ng the way the power
structure wanted them to act. I'd
like to thank eve ryone who had
positive input and helped in anyway they cou Id.To everyone else,
THINK ABOUT IT I I I
Shanay C. Robinson

Corresponding Secretary
B.S.U.

Campus Bathrooms Down The Drain
It is well known that the condition of many of the ladies restrooms particularly the one in the
College Center near the cafeteria,
is a disgrace. Instead of finding a
pleasan t place to comb their hair
and fix their lipsti ck, students are
forced to deal w ith a restroom that
looks like one in a subweay stat ion .
Basic ma intenance, such as
deali ng with d irty hallway doo rs
and e mpty soap dispe nsers, are
the responsibility of the custod ial
staff of the co llege. The College
administration needs to take appropriate steps to look into the
situatio n and instruct the custodial
staff to give proper attention to the
cond iti ons in these facilities.
More importantly, I would hope
that the students reading thi s letter
woul d recognize that paper towel s on the fl oor hai r in the si nk,
unfl ushed to ilets, an d wet fl oors
and seats are situatiuons of our
own maki ng and that we shou ld
a ll do something about it. If students treat the rest rooms on campus as they treat their bathrooms at
home, conditions should vastly
improve. Wearenotchildren.Our
mothers are not here to clean up
after us. It is time to take responsibility for our own actions and clean

up after ourselves, thereby making
our time spent on campus more

pleasant and comfortable.

Susan Wovsaniker
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OPINIONS
Stifled Speech On Campus
By Jonathan O.Karl
education." They argue that the
Free speech is under attack on resolution only advocates a ban
college campuses, and even its on speech which is clearly harasstraditionally staunchest defenders ing and that "hostile, even offenhave joined in the assault.
sive speech in classroom debates
Student journalists and free and public discourse is something
speech advocates are concerned students must endure or cha Ilenge
,about a proliferation of college with speech of their own."
speech codes so widespread that,
Free speech proponents such
according to Time magazine, as writer Nat Hentoff are not buy"Nowhere is the First Amendment ing. Pointing out that cases brought
more imperiled than on college under the codes will be heard by
campuses." As is often the case untrained college judicial panels,
with censorship these codes have not civil libertarians or ACLU atbeen adopted with the best inten- torneys, Mr. Hentoff decries the
tions; Campus racism is on the rise inevitably vague nature of speech
and something has to be done codes. "Most colleges whose 'due
about it. So token measures are process' hearing I've covered are
taken which exacerbate racial unshakably fond of the British Star
tensions and ignore the First Amend- Chamber model of the 17th cenment.
tury," he remarks sarcastically. "Just
Speech codes drafted in response the places to deal with these broad
to this important issue are dividing and vague restrictions on speech."
the American Civil Liberties UnRules which limit speech are
ion, which has always tended only as good as those who enforce
toward an "absolute" position on them. Eleanor Holmes Norton,
free speech. While the Wisconsin President Carter's chair of the fedand Michigan ACLU affiliates have eral Equal Employment Opportusued their respective state univer- nity Commissioin, explained this
sities over the codes, the northern bitter reality: "It is technically
and southern California affiliates impossible to write an anti-speech
adopted a resolution in July favor- code that cannot be twisted against
ing narrowly drawn policies which speech nobody means to bar. It
prohibit harassing speech.
has been tried and tried and tried."
John Powell, national legal diIndeed, speech codes have been
rector of the ACLU, asserts: "My defended by voices far less moderconcern is less with the strength of ate than those of the ACLU's Calithe First Amendment than with the fornia affiliates. At Stanford Uniwave of racial harassment that has versity, law professors provided
swept the country. The campus is the philosophical rationale for a
not under the threat of being si- new student conduct po licy that
lenced."
one student sponsor candidly
Defending their resolution, the admitted "is not entirely in line
California affiliates cite the legal with the First Amendment." ABA
need to balance the First Amend- Journal, the publication of the
ment against "conduct that inter- American Bar Association, quotes
feres with the Fourteenth Amend- Stanford Law professor Mari
ment right of students to an equal Matsuda, who argues that tradi-

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
on College Campuses
By Michelle Petrelli
As a follow up to Alcohol
Awareness week, I would like to
express my feelings on Alcohol ism and also Drug Abuse.
Substance abusing students
seldom present themselves directly
for help with their problem. Often
the substance problem is denied
by the student. As a resu It, many of
the students who most need help
for themselves and whose problems cause great distress to others
are never seen.
Resistance of substance abuse
education programs is a major
problem. If there is resistance to
education programs, then the program is ineffective to the college
student. Many of these resistant
students consistently abuse drugs

and alcohol.
Substance Abuse also effects
the development of persona Iski Ils.
Often students feel t¼ie use of drugs
and alcohol is a legitimate method
of coping with the demands of
academic life.
Boredom may also cause a student to abuse drugs. A student may
feel they need a stimulation to
relieve the vigor of academic discipline.
Many Universities around the
United States have various programs to help the substance abusing student. At Kean College, there
are AA meetings held every Tuesday and there is also a Human
Relations and Counseling Center
which are designed to help the
substance abuser "kick the habit".

Recycle New Jersey!
To the Editor:
Being a recent transplant to New
Jersey, I was quite surprised to find
out that New Jersey exports over
50% of it's solid waste.
I am all in favor of a bill being
introduced to the House of Representatives. If the bill should pass, it
would allow states to block the
importation of out-of-state garbage.
I feel the amendment would force
New Jersey to implement a tougher
garbage policy.
Many states have found viable
means of dealing with sol id waste.
The Semass Waste to Energy facility in Rochester Massachusetts
shreds a nd burns trash fro m 32

communities. Ecologically and
economically sound, the plant
handles up to 1900 tons of trash
daily. Which in turn generates 50
megawatts of electricity, sold back
to the community.
Another alternative is a statewide pol icy of recycling. Currently
only select communities in New
Jersey recycle. The committee that
do recycle need stricter enforcement.
Exportation is clearly not a good
solution to a growing problem.
The admendment if passed would
be the first step toward a solution.

Shelley Vargas

tional views of free speech act as a
self-serving cover for continued
domination by majority elites.
In Orwellian fashion, advocates
ofthecodearguethatspeech limitations would actually increase free
speech and "vigorous debate."
Discriminatory speech, they reason, is meant to silence the victim.
Such arguments are not only
clearly opposed to First Amendment principles, they also threaten
to undercut the achievement of
equal rights. Civil rights activists
have always relied on speech as
their principle weapon. In the long
run, any compromise of principles
of free speech works to the detriment of minorities.
In addition to infringing on free
speech, these codes may actually
fuel racism. As the recent incident
with the music group 2 Live Crew
dramatically demonstrates, attempts
to censor offensive views makes
martyrs out of the censored. Did
the censoring of the album "As
Nasty as They Wanna Be" silence
the misogynist lyrics of 2 Live Crew?
Definitely not It showered the band
in publicity, thereby propelling them
to the top of the charts.
Alan Keyes, a former assistant
secretary of state, points out that
the codes themselves arise out of a

racist and condescending reasoning. In a debate with the professor
who wrote the code adopted by
Stanford University this spring, Mr.
Keyes argued against the "patronizing paternalistic assumptions"
upon which the code is founded.
He expressed surprise that "someone would actually think that Iwill
actually sit in a chair and be told
that white folks have the moral
character to sh rug off insults and I
do not."
Racism is a problem which must
be addressed with more than misguided measure like limiting offensive speech. Not only are such
measures open to abuse, they also
drive racism underground where
it thrives.
<\n academic environment
characterized by an unfettered pursuit of truth and knowledge should
be the ideal forum to expose and
defeat the ignorance that fuels
racism.
The ACLU's John Powell forecefully argues, ''The primary problem is that we haven't begun to
seriously discuss racial issues." He
is absolutely right. But the speechrestricting policies he seems to
advocate will only have a chilling
effect on the needed discussion.

Non-Cooperation With Theft
In The Ballot Box On Nov. 6
To The Editor:

The wea lthy on a local, national, and international level
control the machinery of government. And they use the machinery
of government to steal money from
their fellow human beings through
the process of taxation.
The power to tax is the power
to destroy.
Taxation is legal theft, and
consequently immoral. But the vast
majority of people do not understand this, because the wealthy
have used the clergy to condition
the people into accepting taxation
as the moral course of government. Two thousand years ago, a
carpenter from Nazareth explained
to the people that the political
state does not have the right to tax
the water, air, land, and human
Iife, because such are the creations and property of the one Creator, and not of the political state.
But before the people could fully
understand that the only moral
means of operating government
are payment for services rendered
and accepted and voluntary cooperation, the clergy had the carpenter executed by the Roman authorities.
Today, the wealthy control the
governmental machinery of taxation by controlling the major political parties and media which
reports on activities of government
Contrary to appearances, there is
no free press in our society. And
the candidates running for the major
parties are hand-picked to ensure
that whoever wins will enable the
wealthy to tax the people as they
desire.
The only way the people will
be aule to keep their money and
control the machinery of government is by voting on issues they
select to vote on, as opposed to
voting on candidates that the
wealthy select for the people to
vote on. Initiative and referendum
in a form that effectively gives
control to the people is feared by
the wealthy w ith a passion .

On Nov. 6 Bill Bradley or
Christine Todd W hitman should
not have your vote. Bradley will
not take the si_d e of the people on
the Florio tax package, and neither
does Whitman, for she conceded
to the editorial board of the Asbury
Park Press that a tax increase of
1.5 billion was needed according
to the story in the Oct. 9th edition
to fund the new state budget without cuts and with the added school
funding ordered by the state Supreme Court.
Instead of a vote for Bradley or
Whitman, pull back the metal slide/
above their stated political office
in the ballot box, and write in the
words,"Joe Referendum" as your
write-in-vote. And let it be known
that "Joe Referendum" stands for
every citizen with the following
political platform: 1. The right of
the people to place a binding referendum on the political ballot. 2.
The right of the people to recall
any elected official. 3. Repeal of
the Florio tax package (school aid
distribution formula included). 4.
The elimination of any genuine
state budget deficit by cutting state
spending and personnel, as opposed to raising one extra dollar in
taxes.

Sincerely,
Ray Kalainikas

'

PAX CHRISTI USA

National Catholic Peace Movement

What's This B.S.
Dear Editor,
I sit here in bewilderment of the
things that happen on our campus
in 1990. What is this racial B.S. all
about? Don't we have enough to
think about in this society without
having to worry about someone's
color or creed? We are all human
beings and have a right to be loved
and respected. Racism occurs as a
resul t of ignorance and an unwillingness to learn about others' loves
and lifestyles. We sh ould all learn
to be more receptive to others.
I agree that sometimes (most of
the time) it is necessary for one to
gather with a group of like people
in order that they will better understand or empathize with that
person's dilemma. BUTwould't it
be nice if we were all able to relate
to one another - EVERYONE! As
one of my good friends says upon
parting, "PEACE". That is what we
need. To put it differently, in Elvis
Coltello's words, "What's so funny
'bout peace, love and understanding?" I say nothing!

Thomas P. Hartigan

Improvements
In
College Cafeteria
Dear Editor:
You may remember a letter
submitted approximately three
weeks ago discussing the polystyrene problem in the Student Center.
Since that time, I have visited
with the manager at the Student
Center d iscussing my letter and
possible soluti ons to the polysty-

rene problem. Recently, the Student Center has converted their
styrofoam trays into reuseable
plastic trays. Since, in the past the
styrofoam trays added up to over
half the total styrofoam use in the
Student Center, these new resuable trays have helped tremendously in making the Student Center
environmentally safe. I applaud
the Student Center's efforts to help
in the environmental problem and
hope thatthey continue to move in
this direction of environmentally
safe practices. One day soon, the
polystrene cups and bowls will
also be discontinued.
I look forward to more changes
in the future.

Sincerely,
Terri Muuss

Correction
Dear Editor:
I wish to correct some misinformation that was included in the
October 11, 1990 issue of the Independent regarding my role as
Chairperson of The Faculty Senate.
First, I am Chairperson of The
Faculty Senate and not Faculty
Administration (We haven't reached
that point, yet). Second, I am presently in the second year ofmy first
term as a Senator. Each term is
three years. As much as it may
seem so to me at times, I have not
been on the Senate fo r six years, as
was reported. Third, the Senate
Chairperson is elected, not appointed, to a one year term. I am
serving my first year as chairperson.
I did want to set the record
straight on these matters but, overal I, I was pleased with the article.
Most of all, I do appreciate the
communbication to the student that
The Faculty Senate welcomes and
values their input.

Michael Searson,
Chairperson
The Faculty Senate
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CULTURAL EVENTS
Cultural Opportunity

Filipino Food Festival
Tuesday, November 6, 1990
12 - 3 PM
Downs Hall - Dining Room 3
$3.50 Kean Students & Faculty
$4.50 General Public
Tickets on sale starting tomorrow
Call Roel 351-3608 for details

By Donna Williams-Santiago
It appears that when the average person thinks of cultural they
relate ittoa particularethnicgroup
or nationality. However, many other
definitions are lost when one tries
to simplify this concept. Other
definitions like "the act of developing the intellectual and moral
faculties especially by education"
or "acquaintance with and taste in
fine arts, humanities and broad
aspects of science as distinguished
from vocational and technical skills"
get overlooked in the process.
These aspects of culture are
important to recognize because
there are many opportunities on
campus and around the surrounding Union County area that allow
us to experience intellectual development. However, many people
do not pursue these chances and

Russian Adventure Trip
By Steve Marlowe
An adventure of "history-making proportions" awaits students
enrolled in the annual eight-day
travel course to Russia offered during
winter break by the English Department. led by Dr. Robert Fyne,
students will earn three college
credits while travelling through
Leningrad and Moscow on this
exciting and educational experi-

Palace of Congresses, Lenin's tomb
and the cities' many cathedrals.
Twenty-two year old, Lynda
Siegel, a junior at Kean College,
joined Fyne on the trip last year
and said she can't waitto go again.
"It was the best experience of my
life," Siegel said. St. Basil's Cathedral in Moscow's Red Square was
a favorite of Lynda's. She stated
that "It didn't really feel like I was

nearly 30. It was great," Siegel
said.
The $1414 total cost of ~he trip
includes round trip jet transportation, first class hotels in both cities, bus transportation to and from
the airports, midnight train rides
between Leningrad and Moscow,
two meals a day, daily sightseeing
on the Russian tourist buses and all

ence. This will be Fyne's 18th (or

in Russia until we got in front of St.

\ 9th) such trip, so restassureyou'II

Basil's. It was like I was standing in

Students wishing to register for
the course entitled "Russian Stud-

be in good hands. "After going so
many times you forget how many
times you've been there," Fyne
said as he enthusiastically planned
the trip. The agenda consists of
visits to some of Russia's many
wonders including the Hermitage,
the Peter and Paul Fortress, the

the middle of history.• Siegel said
the only thing about the trip she
didn't enjoy was her mistake of
packing too much clothes. "I expected it to be very cold. The week
before we left it was about zero
here (U.S.) and 20 degrees there
(Russia). We got there and it was

ies in Leningrad and Moscow"
shou Id make a deposit by November 1, 1990. The trip will take
place from January 4 to January
11, 19.90. For further information
or to reserve your seat please contact
Dr. Robert Fyne in Willis Hall,
Room 305-8.

taxes, tips and service charges.

DIWALI GARBA 90
AT KEAN COLLEGE
PRESENTED BY
ASSOC. OF INDIAN STUDENTS
DATE: S-AT. OCT. 27
TIME: 8:00 PM - 2:00 _AM
PLACE: COLLEGE CAFE
PRESENTING ZANKAR
V.J. 289-8425
SATTU 463-1997

LIMITED TICKETS
FUND: STUDENT ORG.

*DOORS CLOSE EARLY*

therefore experience a loss on their
part.
Coming up in the next month
there is an ideal situation for everyone-students, teachers and the
surrounding community--to engage
in the expansion of their knowledge and at the same time enjoy a
pleasant evening away from each
persons hectic schedule. The event
that is being referred to is the production of Romeo and Juliet. (See
below for details).
This play which is set in Renaissance Italy will display wonderful
and elaborate costumes and sets in
the attempt to replicate the Globe
theatre. The show has been slightly
more modernized but without
destroying the integrity of the piece.
The length of the production has
been cut down in the process and
therefore everyone should expect
to relax and unwind during the
two hours of entertainment.
For those who are familiar with
Shakespeare, a variety of opinions
are probably formulated in each
persons' mind. Many have traditionally thought of his work as old,
boring and dull. Others, on the
other hand, have experienced
Shakespeare to be magnificient.
Either way that his work has been
stereotyped, when his "plays" are
acted they become alive; It has
emotions and when spoken is easily

understood. It becomes fresh and
exciting and the story is forgotten
but the play is remembered.
The cast for this production is
very large and consists of old and
new performers. Professionals have
been recruited to train the cast
members in aspects of the play
such as the Shakespearan language
and choreography of the fight scene.
The cast has become like one big
family and everyone is vital to the
production. Students are also involved in composing the musical
accompaniment.
Dr. Jim· Murphy, professor of
Communication and Theatre will
direct this first production·for the
school year.
Everyone should be present to
see how the cast will encapture
the audience's hearts and minds
with this tragedy about love and
feuding families. For those who
are not familiar with Shakespeare
or in particular Romeo and Juliet,
this should not stop anyone from
attending th is production. The plot
is universal in nature and was also
used for the West Side Story script.
The Shakespearean language should
not discourage anyone from attending either; feeling will come
through loud and clear. Therefore,
there should be no excuses not to
go to this cultural and enlightening treat.

Kean College Theatre Series
Presents:

ROMEO AND JULIET
By William Shakespeare

November 14-17 at 8:00 p.m.
and
November 1a·at 3:00 p.m.
At Wilkins Theatre
Tickets: $8.00 - general public
$6.00 - faculty & alumni
$4.00 - students

For More Information
Call The Box Office at 527-2337
Tickets go on sale Monday, October 29th
at the Wilkins s·ox Office

Europe 1992
Europe 1992: The Changing
Environment for New Jersey Business," will be the topic 8 a.m.,
Oct. 31 for a breakfast forum in
Downs Hall at Kean College of
New Jersey.
Theforumwill be the the first in
a series of internationally focused
forums jointly sponsored by Kean
College, its Business Council and
the College's Small Business Development Center.
Speakers will include Glenda
G. Rosenthal, researcher at the
Institute on Western Europe at
Columbia University where she is
an adjunct professor. She is a
member of the international advisory board of the journal of Euro-

pean Integration.
Also, Herbert Guida; director
of XPORT New York/New Jersey
Port Authority Trading Co., where
he brokers export sales by identifying overseas markets and implementing sales strategy. He is a
member of the District Export
Councils of New York and New
Jersey.
Registration, which is limited,
is being completed through thre
Kean College Scliool of Business,
Government and Technology,
Townsend Hall 115, at $25 a person payable to Kean College of
New Jersey (07083). The department phone number is 201 -5272531.
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Pre-Session Courses 1991
CAT NO TITLE
DEPT
Accounting
ACCT
2200
Principles of Accounting I
ACCT
2210
Principles of Accounting II
4251
ACCT
Controv8f'Sial Cases in Aocounling
Communication Selene•
cs
0411
Reading Improvement
Communications/Theatre
COMM 2810
Radio Production
COMM 4955
C~live Education:
. ork-Sb.Jdy in STM
THE
2960
Aeling I
Counselor Education
CED
5962
Group Process in Counseling
Early Childhood
EC
45 10
Independent Study
in Early Chil<flood Education
EC
5275
Curriculum Development
tor Young Children
EC
5320
Parenting Education
EC
5500
Innovative Computer A~lications
tor Primary Grade Tea 8f'S
Economk:a
ECO
1020
Principles of Economics I
ECO
1021
Principles of Economics II
ECO
3300
Money and Banking
En~lah
EN
3250
Russian Studies
in Leningrad and Moscow
ENG
3540
American Short Story in Film
ENG
4419
Edith Wharton
ENG
4425
Eugene O'Neill
Finance
FIN
3300
Personal Finance
FIN
3310
Corporate Finance I
RneArta
FA
102P
Visual Awareness Workshop
FA
315P
Drawing : Rapid Visualization
FA
317P
The Computer as Creative Metaphor
FA
392P
Introduction to Art Therapy
Hlatory
HIST
2305
America's Last 40 Years-Video
HIST
4235
lndlslrial Revolution
HIST
3326
History of New Jersey
Instruction, Curriculum and Administration
ICA
5904
Introduction to Logo
ICA
5907
Introduction to P ~ tor Teach8f'S
ICA
5912
Mentoring the Novice Teacher
Management Science
MGS
2030
Business Organization
& Management
MGS
2120
Business Statistics
MGS
3030
Personnel Management
MGS
305P
Creative Salesmanship
MGS
3051
Business Law I
MGS
3072
Real Estate Investments
MGS
3420
Retail Marketing Process
Mualc
MUS
1000
Music Survey
MUS
1050
Music Fundamentals
MUS
3255
Music of lhe American Theatre

Phislcal
PE
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED

Education
1010
1095
1103
1130
1500
2010
2083

3.00

PED
PED

2095
3360

3 .00
3 .00

PED

3500

3 .00

PED

3515

CRED
3.00
3.00
3 .00

3 .00
3 .00
3 .00
3.00
3 .00
3 .00
3.00
3.00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3 .00
3 .00

Phlloaopfiy .
PHIL
1100
PHIL
302P
Political Science
PS
1010
PS
1010
PS

2120

PS
2400
PS
3650
Recreation
REC
3500
REC
3900
REC
4330
Sociology
SOC
3 180
S~anlah
SAN
3220
SPAN
4100
SPAN
4600
S~eclal Education
S ED
2255
SPED
3251
SPED
SPED

4053
4151

3 .00
3 .00
3.00

SPED

4303

SPED

5021

1.50
1.50
1.00

SPED
SPED
SPED

5022
5xxx
5413

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00

ID
5700
3 .00
lndet':ndent P~rams
o Advanced tudy
ID
5800
Thesis Option
3.00
ID
5801
Thesis Option
6.00
Management Science
MGS
2030
Business Organization
3 .00
& Management
MGS
2110
Quantitative Methods
3 .00
in Management Science
MGS
2120
Business Statistics
3.00
MGS
3013
SmaN Business Management
3 .00
MGS
3030
Personnel Management
3 .00
MGS
3052
Business Law II
3 .00
MGS
3410
Basic Marketing
3.00
MGS
3430
Essentials of Adver1ising
3.00
MGS
3435
3 .00
Sales~ment
MGS
3460
Marketing
gement
3 .00
MGS
4803
Cooperative Education/Internship
3 .00
MGS
4806
Cooperative Education/ln18mship
3 .00
Mathematk:a
0143
MATH
Introduction to Mathematics
3.00
MATH
0150
Introductory Algebra
3.00
MATH
1010
Foundations of Mathematics
3.00
MATH
1016
Statistics
3 .00
MATH
105 1
College Algebra
3.00
MATH
1054
Precalculus
3.00
MATH
2026
Statistical Decision Theory
3.00
MATH
2110
Discrete Structures
3 .00
MATH
2411
Calculus I
3.00
MATH
24 12
Calculus II
3 .00
MATH
2995
Matrix and Linear Algebra
3 .00
Meteorology
META
1300
Introduction to M e ~
4.00
4301
META
Meteorology Cooperative ducation I 3 .00
METR
4302
Meteorology Cooperative Ew calion II 3.00
Music
MUS
1000
Music Survey
3.00
MUS
1050
Music Fundamentals
3 .00
MUS
1517
Elementary Piano I
3.00
Occupational Therapktv
OT
4930
anced Fieldwon( Seminar
3.00
OT
4931
Advanced Fiela.vork Seminar
3.00
4933
OT
Advanced Fieldwork Experience
1.00
OT
4934
Advanced Fieldwork Experience
2.00
OT
4935
Advanced Fieldwork Experience
3.00
Philosophy
3.00
Philosophy
PHIL
1100
Phr,-k:al Education
PE
1011
Strength Fitness
1.00
PED
1059
Self Defense for Women
1.00
Beginning SWimming
PED
1080
1.00
Begiming Tennis
PED
1088
1.00
Begiming.Modem Dance
PED
1101
1.00
PED
1103
1.00
Beginnin8 Jazz Dance
PED
1130
Aerobic ancing
1.00
PED
1500
Introduction ID Motor Leaming
3.00
Coaching/Officiating Football
3 .00
PED
3325
3345
Coaching/Officiating SoftbaN
3 .00
PED
Perspectives of Coaching
PED
3360
3.00
Children's Sports
Kinesiolog
3 .00
PED
3505
4627
ln18rnship rn Adult Fitness
PED
3.00
in Business/ln<ilstry
4901
lndel)8fldent Study
1.00
PED
in Physical Education
Fteld Experience: Spot111 Medicine
PED
5008
3 .00

Beginning Basketball
Beginning Volleyball
Beginnin8 Jazz Dance
Aerobic ancing
Introduction to Motor Leaming
Intermediate Basketball
American Red Cross
Basic Lifeguarding
Intermediate Volleyball
Perspectives in Coaching
Children Sports
Care and Prevention
of Athletic Injuries
Wellness

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3 .00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00

Philosophy
The Symbolism of Evil

3 .00
3.00

Introduction to Politics I: Elements
Introduction to Politics I:
Elements (taught in Spanish)
American State
and Local Political Sysl8ms
Introduction to ln18malional Relations
Juvenile Justice

3 .00
3 .00

Commercial Recreation and Tourism
Social Recleation
Recreation and Stress Management

3.00
3.00
3 .00

The Challenge of the Pacific Rim

3 .00

3 .00
3 .00
3.00

Colonial Spanish-American Literature 3 .00
Spanish Grammar:
3 .00
Morphology & Syntax
Modernism
3 .00
Normal Language Development
3 .00
Communication Disorders
3 .00
of the Exceptional Child
Orientation to Psychological Testing 3 .00
Introduction to Arts and Crafts
3 .00
tor Exceptional Children
Independent St:tr, i n ~
3.00
Education and nd · alized Services
Mainstreaming Techniques
2.00
tor Classroom Teaching
Developing and Writing an IEP
1.00
Dysphagia (new course)
3 .00
Teaching LO. Gifted Sb.Jdents
3.00

Summer Session Courses 1991
DEPT
CAT NO
Accounting
ACCT
2200
ACCT
2210
ACCT
3210
ACCT
3240
Art History
AH
1700
AH
17Q1
Astronomy
ASTA
1100
Biology
BIO
1000
BIO
2200
8 10
2409
BIO
BIO

2500
3305
810
2650
Chemistry
CHEM
1031
CHEM
1032

TITLE

CRED

Principles of Accounting I
Principles of Accounting II
Intermediate Accounting I
Cost Accounting

3.00
3.00
3 .00
3 .00

Art History I
Art History.If

3.00
3.00

Introduction to Astronomy

4 .00

Principles of Biology
Cell Biology
Essentials of Human Physiology
and Anatomy
Principles of Botany
Principles of Microbiology
Introduction to Marine Biology

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

Fundamentals of General Chemistry 4.00
Fundamentals of Organic
4.00
and Biochemistry
CHEM
1083
Chemistry I
4.00
CHEM
3500
Cooperative Education lnlemship
3 .00
Communication Selene•
04 10
Study Skills Laboratory
3 .00
cs
0411
Readin11 Improvement
3 .00
cs
5600
Remediation of Basic Skills
3 .00
cs
5700
Reading Conference Workshop
3.00
Communications/Theatre
COMM
1400
Speech Communication
3 .00
COMM 2420
Oral ln18rpretation
3 .00
COMM 34 10
Voice and Speech
3.00
COMM 35 10
The Art of Persuasion
3 .00
COMM 3977
Communication Practicum
3 .00
COMM 4955
3 .00
~ l i v e Education:
-SbJ' in Communications
COMM 4956
6 .00
~ l i v e ducalion:
rk-Sb.Jdy in Communications
THE
3840
Summer Theatre Workshop
6.00
THE
3977
Theatre Practicum: Independent Study 3 .00
FA
3670
Television Production
3.00
Comput• Science
CPS
1031
Computer Arithmetic Algorithms
3 .00
CPS
1032
3.00
Princi~les & Procedures
of lecuonic Data Processing
CPS
2341
Computer Organization
3 .00
and Programmin~
CPS
2342
Dynamic Program echniques
3.00
CPS
2351
Business Oriented
3.00
Programming Techniques I
CPS
2390
Computer Assembly Language
3.00
CPS
3250
Computer Operating Sysl8rns
3 .00
CPS
4980
Special Topics in CompU18r Science 3 .00
CPS
4999
Cooperative Education
3 .00
in CompU18r Science
CPS
5910
Computer Simulation of Models
3.00
Counselor Education
CED
5050
Ap~isal and Assessment
3.00
in Counseling
CED
5915
Mullicullural Counseling
3 .00
CED
5962
Group Process in Counsel:J
3 .00
CED
5971
Community Organiza1ion
Services 3 .00
CED
5975
Career Counseling and Development 3.00
CED
5980
Practicum in Counseling
3 .00
CED
5982
Practicum in Group Counseling
3 .00
Early Childhood
EC
3300
3 .00
Teachin,t& Leaming
in Ea Childhood I

cs

EC

4510

EC

5210

EC

5245

Independent Study
in Early Chil<flood Education
Infant/Toddler Child Care
Program-Ed~tion Con:1petency
Creative and Cntical Thinking
in Eartv Childlood Educabon

1

3.00
3.00
3.00
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EC

5250

EC

5406

EC
EC

5407
5408

Earth Science
ES
4901
ES
4902
Economlca
ECO
1020
ECO
1021
ECO
2100
ECO
3020
ECO
3021
ECO
3022
ECO
3300
ECO
3400
ECO
3800

Science Experience
for Teachers of Young Children
Developing and Teaching
a Family Life Education Program
Advocacy for Family Ewcators
Film Macia/Literature
for Young Children
Special Topics in Earth Science

· 3 .00
3.00
3.00
3.00

Special Topics in Earth Science

3.00
3.00

Principles of Economics I
Principles of Economics II
Economic Development
lntennediate Macroeconomics
lntennediate Microeconomics
Manag8f'ial Economics
Money and Banking
International Economics
Labor Economics I

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3 .00
3.00
3.00

Education
EDUC
EDUC

3000
3400

EDUC
4000
Englllh
ENG
0108
ENG
0109
ENG
1020
ENG
2203
ENG
2255
ENG
3000
ENG
3090
ENG
ENG

3350
4910

ENG
ENG
ENG

5105
5120

5350

Finance
FIN
3311
FIN
4310
Fine Arts
FA
1000
FA
1100
FA
1101
FA
1230
FA
1231
FA
2100
FA
2200
FA
2300
FA
2303
FA
3110
FA .
3230
FA
3260
FA
3280
FA
3283
FA
FA
FA
FA
FA

3312
3670
4000
5220
5430

Health
HED
HED
HED
HED
HED

3231
3400
3725
4333
5434

ID

1225

Hlatory
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST

1030
2303

ICA
ICA

4910
5031

ICA

5300

ICA

5402

ICA
ICA

5520
5606

ICA

5607

ICA

5613

ICA
ICA
ICA

5614

ICA

5906

ICA

5908

ICA

5909

ICA

5910

Curriculum Evaluation and the Leamer 3.00
Language Arls/Reacing in the
3 .00
Preschool and Elementary Curriculum
Teach8f' and the Classroom
3.00
Developmental English I
Developmental English II
Com
ition
Lanrarks of World Literature
Literature for the Adolescent
Writing Poems
Business, Professional
& Technical Writing
Contemporary Literature
Journalism/Public Relations
Field Placement
General Linguistics
Applied Linguistics
Modem American Poetry

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

Management of Corporate Finance II
Capital and Money Markets

3.00
3.00

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
lntrodJction to Painting for Art Majors 3.00
Visoal Thinking
3.00
Calligraphy Fundamentals
3.00
3.00
lntrociJction ID Computer Graphics
Life Drawing
3.00
Printmaking: Relief/Intaglio
3.00
Ceramics I
3.00
3.00
Jewelry Casting
Advertising Design
Television Prowction I
Independent Study in Fine Arts
Printmaking
Metals

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

HislDry of Western Civilization I

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

4237

Europe Since 1870

5340
Recent American HislDry
lnatructlon, Curriculum and Admlnlatratlon

ID

1225

GERO

4230

Physics
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS

2081

2082
2091
2092

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3 .00

First Aid and Accident Prevention
Human Sexuality
Death in Perspective
Drug Use and Abuse
Contemporary Issues
in Human Sexuality
Critical Issues/Values
in Contemporary Health

2304

ICA
5911
EDUC
5560
lnterdlaclpllnary
ID
1100

3.00
3.00
3.00

lntrodJction ID Art
Two-Dimensional Design
Three-Dimensional Design
Drawing I
Drawing II
Color Theory

us History 10 10n
us History 18n-Present

5813
5905

3.00
6.00

PS

4803

PS
PS
PS

4810
4811
4990

~;vcho'i&o
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY

2100
2110
3200
3310
3320
3340
3540
3630
3650
4200
4940

lntrodJction ID Politics I: Elements
American Gov8f'nment and Politics
Criminal Justice in America
Modem Political Theory
International Politics
Substantive Criminal Law
Cooperative Education
in Political Science II
Seminar for Cooperative Education
Students in PS II
Internship in Political Science I
Internship in Political Science II
Independent Study: TulDrial
for Political Science Majors
General Psychology
Child Psychology
Psychology of Adolescence
Psychological Statistics
Psychology of Leaming
Theories of Personality
Psychology of Women
Abnonnal Psychology
Social Psychology
Understancing Self and Others
Tests and Measurements
Seminar: Issues
in Contemporary Psychology
Developmental Study of Children
Social Pst_chology of Adolescence
Leaming Theory and Applications
Theories of Personality
Abnonnal Psychology
Lab Training in Human Relations

PSY
5110
PSY
5120
PSY
5320
PSY
5510
PSY
5520
PSY
5620
Publlc Admlnlatratlon
PA
1000
lntrociJGtion ID Public Administration
PA
3150
NJ : local and County Gov8f'nment
PA
4800
Internship in Public Administration I
PA
4801
Internship in Public Administration II
PA
4990
Independent S ~
in Public Administration
Policy Politics
PA
5020
and Public Management
Analytical Methods
PA
5030
for Public Management
Improving Public Organizations
PA
5230
Grawate Internship
PA
5960
in Public Administration
Health Services Marketing
PA
5830
for Non-Profit Organizations
5985
lndel)8ndent Study
PA
in Public Administration
SoclalWorll
SW
2900
SW
2950

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
6.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
6.00
3.00
3.00

lntrodJction ID Social Work
Human Behavior
& Social Environment

3.00
3.00

Soclology
SOC
1000
SOC
2100
SOC
3200

lntrodJction 10 Sociology
Sociology of the Family
Work & Careens:

3.00
3.00
3.00

soc

2805

Social Inequality in America 3.00
Films-African World Experience

3.00

1101
1102
3130
4303

Elementary Spanish I
Elementary Spanish II
Intensive Spanish Language
18th Century Spanish Lit8f'ature

3.00
3.00
6.00
3.00

3350

ANTH
Spanllh
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN

A Sociological Approach

3.00

Independent Study in ICA
Interactive Sem: Investigation
in!D Leaming
What's Happening
in Elementary Education
Lang/Cult of the Bilingual Child
Management of Educational Finances
School Supervision
and Organizational Theory
Supervision and Evaluaiion
of Instruction
Curriculum Development/Evaluation :
Theory/Practice
Leam/lnstr/Eval & Curriculum
Field Exp in Admin/Sup81'Vision
The Computer
as a Management Tool
Comput8f' Fundamentals
for Educators
Independent Study/Field Service:
Curriculum
Independent Study/Field Service:
Supervision
Independent Study/Field Service:
Po6cy
lntennediate Logo
Teaching Seminar I

3.00
3.00

Academic Application
of learning Theory
Critical Issues/Values

3.00

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
1.50

Pre- and Summer Session
Registration Information

Calendar for Pre-Session 1991
May 28
June 20

1.003.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
6.00

3.00
3.00

Physics Lecture I
Physics Lecture II
General Physics I
General Physics II

3.00
3.00
4 .00
4.00

Further Class and
Registration Info.

Classes begin
Al da5ses end

Registration Schedule
Regsration: April 29-May 2, 1991
Late Registration: May 28, 1991
Change of Regsration
last day to add (X)Urse: May 28, 1991
last day for 100 percent refund: May 28, 1991

Calendar for Summer 1991

1.50

in Contemporary Health
Seminar Issues in Retirement

Next Week

Polltlcal Science
PS
1010
PS
2100
PS
2600
PS
3220
PS
3400
PS
3685
PS
4802

June24
July4
July 11
July 15
August 1

Classes begil for &week
and frst 3-week courses
College oosed for h:>lkiay
First 3-week (X)Urse5 end
Seoond 3-week CX>Urses begin
Al classes end

Registration Schedule
Registration (Kean studerts only)
May &10, 1991
Registration (Al s1udet1s)
May 10, 1991
In-Person Registration (All studeriS)
June 17 & 18, 1991
LateR~
June 24, 1991
Change of R ~ day t> aaj a (X)Ul'Se
June 24, 1991
Last day for 100 percent refund
June 24, 1991
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BDP Is Still Going Strong
'

By Monica McNeil/
Boogie Dawn Productions, is
one of today's hottest rap groups.
(Better known as BOP.) BDP's
spokesman, rapper, writer, and
director is a young gentleman by
the name of KRS ONE. The group
has been around for a couple of
years now and they are getting
better and better. KRS ONE sends
messages out to his listeners in an
afrocentric perspective.
BOP has released their new
album and the sales are on the rise.
The album is filled with knowledge of today's cruel realities. KRS
ONE named this album Edutainment which is "educational rap on
a militant revolutionary level."
The hit single, "Love is Gonna
Git You," talks about the abundance of materialistic people in
today's society. All people think

'

about is how they can get money
and how they can spend it. This
mentallity is corrupting society and
the spiritual growth of individuals.
Another selection titled "House
Nigga" talks about the oppresssed
people that sell out to the oppressors.· The House Nigga does not
•question any issues of society or
life in general. They are naive to
the struggle. This term, House
Nigga, was used to identify the
slaves that did exactly what the
master told them to do. Then worked
in the master's house.
In essence, BDP has a smoking
album that needs to be heard. It
communicates "uplifting messages
to the masses of people." Like KRS
ONE said," The true revolution
will unite humanity not black or
white or Asian or Indian but all
races,"

Before You Hit The Bars ...

Alter Your Mindi!!
St. Org. Presents ...

GARY CONRAD
Certified Master

HYPNOTIST!
Thursday. Nov 1, 7:00 PM
Little Theater

$2.00 With Kean 1.0.
$5.00 Non Student
Cada Noche...Tango. Choreography by Graciela Daniele, Music by
Astor Piazzolla, Nancy Turano and Pedro Ruiz, Ballet Hispanico, Tina
Ramirez, Artistic Director.
(Photo by 8n;a, Laurance)

Ballet Hispanico: Not Your Ordinary Ballet
By Laura Schragen
See Ballet Hispanico and change
the way you think of Ballet.

New Jersey Ballet
Performs At Kean
By Shakira Rahn
On Saturday, October 13, 1990
at Kean College Wilkins Theatre,
The New Jersey Ballet with a
beautifully designed costumes
helped set the stage ablaze with a
princess in her own right, Rosemary Sabovich Bleich.
Ms. Bleich along with her dance
partner Vorel Berinde in La Bayadere and Black Swan Pas de Deux,
captivated the audience with their
twirls and leaps through the air.
Ms. Bleich's performance was as
perfect as a music box, ballerina,
and the movements were as precise as vouging in motion.
One audience member, Mrs.
Georgette Koller defined the dancers "just as good as The Metropalitan Opera Ballet, just simply
wonderful."
La Bayadere (Kingdom of Shades)
a story about an Indian bayadere
that is loved by a young warrior
who breaks his pledge to marry
her but marries another, seemed
the most pleasurable pieces of the
ballet recieving more oohs, aahs,
and bravos than any other piece
pe"rformed that night.

Tina Raminez brought her talent and ambition to New York,
and since then: the acclaimed 12member troup has performed for
over one million people on 3
continents. The ballet consists of 4
scenes which touches every section.
The dancers have an uncanny
way of making this act form look
effortless, but nothing this riveting
could be accomplished without
putting in long hours and sore
muscles.
The 3 choreographers Vincente
Nebrada, William Whitener, and
Talley Beatty combined steps that
included all different style dancing: as well ass an original flare
they created. The music helped
you to feel what some of the dancers expressed through their movements. The costumes and lighting
were used to a subtle advantage.
Every detail worked together, and
the end result was an emotional
and absorbing performance.
In addition to performing all
over 3 continents, the company
also sponsors tuition-free dance
classes for over 500 students annually.
Many activitiesd are being
planned for the celebration of Ballet
Hispanico's 20th anniversary during the 1990/91 season. I givethis
production 2 thumbs up and I
definitely plan on seeing more ballet
in the near future.
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"TERBIFICI EXCEPTIONALln
- Jay btt, 1MrD UE I MU.

"CAPTIVATING
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"ASTONISHING AND
MESMERIZING. II
- Brillo..-.., MACIEM'S MAGAlJI

There will be an

WARNtR BROS. PRESENTS ACOURTNEY SAlE ROSSPRODUCTION l\STEN UP:THE l\VESOf QUINCY JONES
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on November 1st at 12:15 PM
in Downs Hall.
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H.O.P.E. Campus Clean-Up
By Nicole De}ura
On October 21, members of
H.b.P.E. along with 25 students
participated in a campus clean-up
that resulted in over 50 bags of
garbage. It was collected from all
over campus. Glass and cans were
recycled and a large part of this
trash was fi Iled with cigarette butts
which disturbed most of us. "I
picked up 332 butts in the Hutchinson square alone", said volunteer Kristen Kusic, "you'd be surprised at how much cleaner it looked
after they were gone."
M er their designated areas were
cleaned, most of the volunteers
fe lt the same as Kristen did. Our
volun teers did a fantastic job and I
would like to thank them again on
behalf of H.O.P.E. but I would like
to give an extra special thanks to
the fraternity and sororities that

Musicians: Steve Guarino and
Ridley Enslow f'hoto by Nicole O,,Jur•

Attention Freelance
Environmentalist
Do you have an environmental Issue you wou Id
like to see addressed. If
so, submit an artlcle that
Interest you. Send the
article to the Independent
office In the College Center, Attn: John Murphy,
Nlcole DeJura, Joyce
Donohue.

Question and_
Answer Column
Have any questions about
our "Mother"? Write to the
"Life on Earth" Page, Attn:
John Murphy, Nicole
DeJura, Joyce Donohue.
We wlll answer them In
ourweeklyquestlonsand
answer column.

helped because without them our
day woula not have been the success that it was. They are as follows: from Nu Delta Pi; Chris
Whelan, Doug Dale, Dennis Mignone, Chris Senzo, Mathew Jacob,
Shawn Zeiss, John Marshal I, Dave
Wienut, Todd Westward, Andy
Lopez, and pledge brothers; Steven Krauss, Glenn Schon, Tony
Mussara and Joe Cecala. From
Kappa Delta Tau: Kathy Flanagan,
Colleen Lange, Laurie Afayarc, Julia
Marchese and Lauren Layar. From
Sigma Beta Chi: Jackie Kelly, Ruth
Rocky, Pam Modugno, AnnMarie
McDaniel and Danielle Dicken.
We shared the success of our
day by eating sandwiches, sorting
trash and listening to the musical
sounds of Ridley Enslow and Steve
Guarino, two of the best musicians I've ever heard. Even though

we had fun, many of us were saddened at the obvious lack of interest the majority of the students.,
faculty and administration showed
in our day to clean up the campus.
We organized this event to encourage campus pride, promote
the importance of recycling and
exploit the ignorance of pollution.
And it is extrtemely disturbing to
me that out ci approximately 13,000

students only 25 showed. Where
are your minds people? Doesn't
any of this concern YOU?
Even if you're not school-spirited, aren't you earth-spirited? What
I mean is, don't you hate it when
you step on a strangers sticky gum
that they purposely spit out on the
ground? Pollution is a preventable
problem, let's learn to control it on

our campus, maintanence can't
do everything. Granted, keeping
the campus clean is there job, but
no one wants to clean up after insensitive slobs not even mothers.
Where does your responsibility start
and theirs end? Ask yourself that
the next time you drop your straw
wrapper in the bushes and maybe
when you realize the answer, you'll
pick it up.

H.<1l.P.E ..
Meeting

Oct. 31
3:05 in
The Grill Room
Located in
The College Center
Everyone
Is Welcome

Kappa Delta Tau Sisters hangin with nature.

PholobyN1coleDeJura

We ate some great sandwiches.

Requests From Earth
1. IT'S YOUR RIGHT TO KNOW
WHAT TOXIC CHEMICALS ARE
RELEASED IN YOUR AREA AND
WHAT PLANS EXIST FOR DEALING WITH ENVIRONMENTAL ACCIDENTS. WRITE THE NATIONAL
WILDLIFE FEDERATION, 1400
16TH ST. NW, WASHINGTON,
DC 20036 FOR ITEM #79959
"REDUCING THE RISK OF CHEMICAL DISASTERS".

2. WASH YOUR Ct.OTHES
WITH PLAIN LAUNDRY SOAP
INSTEAD OF SYNTHETIC DETERGENTS. UNLIKE SOAP, DETERGENT LEAVES RESIDUE IN THE
FABRIC AND IT GENERALLLY
COMES IN A HARD-TO-RECYCLE
PLASTIC POLLUTION BOTTLE.
SOAP WHICH IS HIGHLY BIODEGRADABLE, CAUSDE LESS
POLLUTION IN OUR LAKES AND

STREAMS.
3. IT LOOKS, FEELS, CARVES
AND POLISHES LIKE IVORY, BUT
NO ELEP HANT DIED TO PRODUCE IT. IT'S CALLED TAGUA
AND IT'S HARVESTED FROM THE
NUTS OF SOUTH AMERICAN
PALMS. BUYING TAGAU UNDERMINES THE ILLEGAL IVORY
TRADE AND SUPPORTS A BENEFICIAL RAINFOREST ECONOMY.
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Lorraine - Our mission was
accomplished! Congratulations You deserved itl What an awesome start to our last year at Mud
College! Who said you would never
survive the interview? Love your
Roomie, Diana
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OK Vanessa, so maybe you're
not that funny ... And this guy's
goin' with my roommate. Anyway, have a great 20th birthday
you party animal! Love Always,

KDT - I said "Do you want to
write on my shirt, not on mell"
Graffiti rules! (I've fallen & I can't
get up!)

Randi

STOP SQUEEZING
BUTT CHEEKS!

Matt - Watch out - Lorraine is
Hey Little Boy - The pitchers
are calling our namesl What are
we going to toast to tonight? How
about 1 Monthl
Soft and Smooth - Audio is the
one that would make you more.
Keeping the young ladies on their
tippy toes. Audio is the one who
really
knows.
Audio
•

RAG2N89MS8894

rie-Living in 402 has been great so
far, Ya'II are awesome! Jer-Smilel
Kim-Men stinkl Dish-Jay, Jay, Jayl
Love Yas! Lee

Turtle

Losi, I love you more than
anything in thewholewideworldl
Love Always and tons of hugsl Lee

Thanks for supporting us - hope
you're having a good time - remember I don't care. Love, Cindy

Jen (Buch) . Happy Birthday I
love You. I'm so happy we're still
best buddies - Your 211 No more
shaking and getting nerviousl I Love
You B77 Bonna (Sundance Kid)

Schpray paint, aahh Boom, Peeka-boo, eeek - we are definitely
mental.

612 Sozio - Drink up! It's Jen's

Loving beautiful women is a sin.
Then let my sin be a demonstration of my
love. Audio

B-day Party Time - We better do it
now while we still have housing
No Water Allowed - Get those
spots off the bathtub! Love Donna

RA2N89M8894
To those inquiring minds. - 1)
What another word for thesaurus!
2) Why does love have 4 letters?
Then again, why does F--k, D--k
and treated like S--t have 4 letters7
Maybe they have something in
common. Audio RA2N89MS8894
Ladies - Let me ask you a question. If someone had a half pound
of meat and another person had a
10 inch hot dog. Which one would
you eat first? Audio RA2N89M8894

Danny & Karin - Sheeee waaas
NAKED!!! Cheeeeezzl Love you
guys! C
Heather, Danielle & Chris -

To Whom It May Concern - If

John Calz - ''These are the days
of miracle and wonder." When I
am with you I feel like nothing else
matters but the love we feel. Your
home is my arms, too. Love, Ann
Jackie, Diana, and Dief - You
are definitely theyouth gone wild!
Enjoy the rest of the semester
because there is nothing that can
stop you now. Thanks for everything. Love, Orph.

Queen\ FirstplaceinGreekOlym-

picsl 1990 is a great year! We

kicked butt! Let's keep it up!
Window1- I am glad we talked,
even though it was for the tenth
time It's nice to know you still
care. I'll keep my balloon spinning! Window 2

Lisa, Danni, Irene& Tom H- In
case I don't say it often enough Thanksforbeingtherewhen I need
you With love Monica (Tude)

Be-Bop -I'm so proud of you.
You are the best big! Love & Sisterhood Micky D. Mouse
To the Sisters of Lamda Theta
Alfai - Lets keep on working hard
always remembering our principles
of unity, Love & Respect. Love You
All Maria & Marisol

M - Cheap Sleazy Sex in Colorado is on the way! Hang in there!
It's worth it!

Mike, You bastard! Right, wrong.
Pleasure, Pain, Who cares the point
is I'm still your friend and that's all
that really counts! Love. Your Al-

Kathy & Cindy- Both of you are
out of control - late nights, secrets,
partying ...Thanks for all your love
and support. I am glad we are
sisters (KDT). Love always, Ann
Margaret- Remember you still
owe me a dinner date. I hope we
have as much fun in D.C. as we
did last year. Man. Ed.
Remember only 2 weeks till
D.C. rest up now. Mark
Come meet the sisters of Delta
Sigma Pi at our last open tea tonight - Downs Hall meeting Rm. A
8:00 p.m.

KDTSisters- Let's hang in there
chicks! One for all and all for one.
Don't ever forget it. Love & Sisterhood, Baby N.Y.

Cindy D. - I love ya, Roomiel
The week from HELL it was. What
ELSE could happen. IN SEARCH
OF Teddie, Nutter Butters! Love,
Lefty's Girlfriend

Diana, Ann Marie, and Lor-

Chris W. - I'm sure by now I've
won the bet. London Broil will be
fine! FAAAAAA! Kathy

raine, Congratulations on Winning
homecoming Queens. You guys
really deserve itl We love you!
Love & Sisterhood, Omega Sigma

To the KDT Pledges - Good
luck next week. Hang on, it's really worth it! Love the KDT Sisters

leged Girlfriend

Psi
Heather, We've been through
a lot together. Good times and
bad. I know we can make it if we
try. I love you I Brian

Vanessa, Hey Home--girll Happy
Birthday! You're a great friend and
deserve a very happy day. I know
you're a partyanimal so try to control
yourself! Love Cindi
Kath - Beware of the Mac Btch.
Somedaymyprincewillcomel

Lefty - The phone I ist has yet to
be revised. Stay out of the doghouse!! Love you tons. Can't wait
for T-dayl Love C.I.B.
Mike EOX - Cograts on your

serve this one.

Kath - Thanks for the card I
really needed a pick me up. You're
the best!! Hold on for one more
weekll In search of the missing
Nutter Butters! How has Ted? Love,
Cindy

Lisa, Aileen, John, What's up
Homers? Do you still attend this
school? For how WOWI and I
thought I was behind!!? Homie
don't play that! Miss you. Chau,
Mike C. - Congratulations 50,000
times I know what you lost can
never be replaced but at least you
got satisfaction.

To the Collster - She's no Collen Lange!!! Here we go mistress
mate - Let's kick some tail! Jules

Tommy - Time to get a job.

TotheSistersofKDT- Thetime
has come. Al I for one and one for
all - LET'S DO ITII Love, Turtle
That'll _ _ you up! (that will
too!)

Jerrie-Berrie - "I'm gonna fail.
out of this institution!" Who put
their toothbrush in my cup? Who
left their ice tea here? Love, Lisa-

Snakes have no arms - that's
why they don't wear vests. (They
can't carry purses either!)
He's gone - He's gone - The exboyfriend from hell is gone!!!

Cindy- Let's go get some carvel
babe!

Steph - Don't fall in love with
improper fractions.
But my crotch was not in his
crotch!
Looking forward to the hayride
EBTI Don't let us down!

To the brothers of Nu Delta Pi
- Thanks for your support we had
the best time that we could have
had under the circumstances until
we meet again. Between the sheets...
Love, The sisters of KDT

Mike - Hayride #2!1 Do you
realize it's our anniversaryll Happy
1st. What does consummate meanll
(Ha Ha)
Todd - Could you please send
me an autographed picture and
some info on your next personal
appearance! Only Kidding! Julia

Jason- Here's to our new roommate! Keep practicing up on those
omelletes, and remember to stop
keeping Trish up to wee hours in
the morning because she isn't
exactly Patti Pleasant. See ya tonight Kimmer & Jerrie

Dish - Bed N Breakfast is waiting for you and Jay. "Could you tell
your friend I thinks he's sexy!"
Love, LisaLursa

Johnnie& Gregg- The precious

Oh-how do 17 Sounds personal!
Love, Lisa

time we spend together will always be close to our hearts - Where
are you? Here's to drinking beers,
hooking up, and I HOP in the
morning. We love you, Hollywood

& Jerrie
Krissie Moe - If you ever take
my coat and keys again - psyche.
Breakfast club at 2:00 a.m. again.
Let's go to the dinner, we have
some good dirt to tell you. White
Zinfindel and Fatso's forever. Love,

Jerrie, Kimmer
Trish - You are an awesome
roommate and friend. We love
you. Mark Spitz lookout. You'll do
great. Stop taking showers after
your drunk-you might slip and fall
and break your frock. Your snooze
button sucks. Love, Kimmer & Jerrie
Jerrie - Where to begin? Thanks
for everything. Your awesome. I
love you man. Remember not to
take Sozio's elevator. Too many
stories and memories to even begin
to tell, and many more to come.
Let's do Mackadoo's again. Love
ya lots, Kimmer

court case.

Mike EOX - Way to go you de-

I'm having----Chest Pains!!!

campus - you know our door is
always open! D.U. forever! Love
you, Cindy

Lursa
ties and the #1 rule to be an effective snake. He who snakes the best
is the King Cobra, but be careful
not to lose your skin. I am here to
listen. Love, Orph

Laurie G. - Just wanted you to
know we're thinking about you
and you're not alone. Be strong
and know that we're here for you.
Love, Your sisters

Sondra
Mel - Psych! You're moving on

Snake - Remember your prioriOmega Sigma Psi - First place
in the Homecoming Tailgate! Top
three places for Homecoming

stick together! That is what sisterhood is a 11 about. I Love You Guys I

Jason - no more sleepovers until
you learn to control yourself! (yeah
right) This weekend was very cool
(I think). P.S. Where do you livem
Love, Trishy

YOUR

Dish, Kemmer, and Jerrie-Berkilling us!

To the Sisters of Kappa Kelta
Tau, Keep your chins up - let's

Richie - You stud muffin you.
Just stop and smell those roses. Ice
tea hog, save some for us. Good
luck this season . We'll all be there
to cheer you on. We love ya. Love,
Kimmer, Jerrie, Trish
Moini - Someday you'll be as
good as me. I love yal Nacht

Artie - I ate your roommates!

Thao - You're my best buddyl
HELLO TODAY! You owe mel
Love, Lis.
Joe Elliot Jr. : The women on
campus look so excitable. It seems
one was Foolin' me and another
left you high and dry. But it's never
to late for love. Steve Clark Jr.
Freshman Officers - Congratulations and good luck. I'll be here
is you need me. Love, Soph Pres.
Mark - You've got to be one of
the strangest dudes! Love, Curly
Julie - Rutgers and the Willie D game were great - didn't you
think? Let's do Carty's soon. How's
your knee? See you later whipped
bitch. Love, Kimmer, Jerrie, Trish

Allie - No more tweezers this
season. Smoke much. We miss
you - are you M.I.A. Keep a tight
ass and remember Carty's forever.
Love, Kimmer, Jerrie, Trish
Lisa - How many meetings are
you gonna go to in•one day? Thanx
for the personnel. Your a great
roommate, see you later man. Holy
Stress. Love, Jerrie & Kimmer
Robbie - You owe us dinner for
Jerrie kicking your butt in basketball. Let's go to Olive Garden oops we forgot you have to lose30
pounds. Good luck this season.
Love, Kim, Jerrie, Trish

Jeralyn - Good luck this season
you sexy mama/and always remember to "avoid confrontations"
No Y__s in 4021 Love, Dishy
Kim- Black, White & Red! Well
2X 2inch! Eat, Bite! We should
join the choir! Never have I laughed
so much! You are a great person
w/a huge ticker! I love you alotl
Thanx for everything! P.S. We
should start paying our tab off at
Archways & Mackaddo'sl Love,
Jerrie (Any, some, Noth, Share
your_)
Lisa - Thanks for the personal
man! Very cutel Long live the
snooze button. Love, Dish
Sandy - I miss you vixen! You
have to come see me - your dorm
smell - we must do lunch doll
face! Love Ya, Trish
Kimmie - Hi honey! Have fun
tonight on duty. I'll dedicate my
first to you! Quit that jobl Love ya,
Dishy
Kimmer with an "i" - I put your
name in to attend Burper's Anonymous. They promise you'll be cured.
Hal Ha! Suzy Stressful
To the Brothers of Sigma Theta
Chi - The Graffiti Party was a blast
- can we write on each other again
sometime soon? 2nd Annual Grafit Party. Love ya Love Ya!I-C

ToDan,laurie&Todd-lWU\J
you guys II! You are the greatist.

Jules
Perspectives - Enjoy your freedom now because pledging starts
in 3 daysll
Mike EOX - Great going I'm
really happy for you.
Mike EOX - Awesome job way
to go.

Mike EOX - Wish I had won it
must feel great.

Mike EOX - Great victory hope
you enjoy it.

Mike EOX - Looking good I'm
psycho about your victory.
Mike - You really deserve the
victory you're awesome and I'm
ecstactic you won.
Joe - I'm here is you ever need
an ear to listen or a hug. Love,
Eileen

Todd - I'm sorry if I hurt you
again. I'll always care about you
my friend. Love, Eileen.

The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individual(f) o r group(s) in a
derogatory fas hion. The paper
di savows pe rsonals that do not
specifica lly name indi viduals or
groups, and disclai ms any responsibility fo r · w hatever inferences
read~r.s make.J,Jo Personals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If

you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's
·,)ame and phone#. Without either
of these, the personal will not run.
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CLASSIFIEDSHELP WANTED

Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at
home. Call toll-free 1-800-3953283.

Best Fundraiser on Campus! Is your fraternity, sorority
or club interested in earning
'$500.00 to $1,000.00 for a oneweek, on-campus marketing
project? You must be wellorganized and hard working.
Call Kim J. at (800) 592-2121.

Campus Rep Wanted to
run Ski & Spring Break trips for
free travel or commission. Call
Sno-Search (413) 533-1600.

F

A
S
T
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to$ I 000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
Spring Break 1991 - Individual or student organization
needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and
valuable work experience. CALL
NOW!! Inter-Campus Programs: 1-800-327-6013.

WANTED: Enthusiastic
Individual or student organization to promote Spring Break
destinations for 1991 . Earn free
trips and commissions while
gaining valuable business and
marketing experience. Please
call Student Travel Service at
1-800-265-1799 and ask for
Todd.
HELP WANTED: Excellent
salary, Morris Avenue office.
Part time hours flexible around
class schedule. Days, evenings
or weekends. No typing. Call
687-9821.

FREE Spring Break Trips
to students or student organizations promoting our Spring
Break Packages. Good pay &
fun. Call CMI. 1-800-423-5264.

WANTED: Students PT/FT
Earn $3,000-$$5,000 a month
managing sales forces for
Springfield Marketing firm. Flex
hours. If you are energetic, selfmotivated and work well with
others, call mike or John at
(201) 376-1770.
PART TIME: Earn easy extra
money. Positive feelings for
Lesbians/Gays and Their
Families/Friends is a must.
Write Reebekka, POB 76087;
Atlanta, Ga. 30358.

For Sale: Complete Car
Stereo System: Blaupunkt
receiver & E.Q., 2 Infinity speakers & 2 Kenwood speakers awesome sounding system!
Call and we'll talk - price negotiable - best offer. Mornings:
287-1400 ext 5431 - ·ask for
Rita.

CHILDCARE WORKER/
DRIVER. Responsible student
with car to providechildcarefor
9 year old boy, 2-3 afternoons/
week. (Hours 3:30 - 6:00 p.m.)
Homework help, some driving,
and childcare. Call 351-3582
evenings.

RESEARCH PAPERS
19,278 to choose from - all subjects

, 1991 Prospective Graduciites
Seniors who are eligible for May or August,
1991 graduation must submit the REQUEST for
Graduation Application to the Office of the Registrar. The request card is available at the 1st
floor service counter in the Administration Building, Evening Office, Advisement Center and major
department offices.
Upon receipt of the request, a formal "Application for Graduation" packet will be mailed to the
Senior.

Deadlines for return of "Request":
September 15, 1990 for May, 1991 graduation
February 1, 1991 for August, 1991 graduation

Deadlines for submission of
"Graduation Application:"
November 1, 1990 for May, 1991 graduation
March 15, 1991 for August, 1991 graduation

If the above deadlines are met, your graduation application will be evaluated prior to Add/
Drop registration of your final semester.

NHW• sqnq;l~~J;~~~ 2

Work Study
Jobs Are
Available Now!!

Or, rush $2 .00 to: Research Asslatance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN, Los Angeles,. CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Need a report typed? Call
Resume Solutions at (201) 2411881. We specialize in resume
preparation and also offer typing & fax services. Second floor
office above Roselle Park movie ·
theater. Next day pick-up. All
documents laser printed. No
appointment required.

FOR SALE - '83 Ford Mustang. 5 spd . ps/pb, ac,. Must
Sell! Best Offer. Call 351-3662.

For Sale: Red Mazda RX7,
1983, 5 sp., AM/FM, Blk interior. Price: negotiable. See Pat
- Freshman Center.

Info Call

355-0174

(Type of Ad)
Namelisted ................
1/8 Page......................
1/4 Page ......................
1/2 Page ......................
Full Page ....................

Reg
15.00
60.00
110.00
210.00
400.00

Disc
15.00
48.00
88.00
170.00
328.00

•Note: Campus Groups get discounted price.••
Senior Portrait Info: The following is a list of the Senior Sittings for the Fall
Semester. At this time, seniors can get their pictures for the Yearbook or can
get their pictures taken for studio portraits.
November 6 10am - 5pm; November 7 10am - 5pm; November 8 12pm 8pm; November 13 12pm - 8pm; November 14 12pm - 8pm; November 15
12pm - 8pm.
The students of the class of 1991 (Part-lime, Full-Time, Night or Day
Students) can sign up for senior pictures at student organization, which is
located in the college Center (CC-128), from 10am - 3:30pm. Night students
can sign up from 4:30-8:00pm in CPTS, which is located in the college Center
(CC-114). All pictures at the time of your appointment will be taken at the Little
Theater which is located at the College Center. Sign up starts Oct. 22.

LOST: Black Cabbage Patch
Kid, female. Lost during registration. Please help a little girl
smile again. If found, please
return to E.E.O. Administration Bldg.

Departments on
campus are looking
for students, like
yourself, to work in
their departments. If
you are interested in
a Work Study position, please come to
the Financial Aid
Office and complete
a job application. You
will be notified of your
eligibility.
Work Study jobs
are only available to
students who:
1) Have compl~ted
a 1990 Financial Aid
form.
2) Have a financial
need.

International Week
Oct 21-25
Oct. 21, - Opening Dinner, Alumni Lounge/
Downs Hall, 7:00pm 9:00pm.
Oct. 22, - Art Exhibition, Library Lounge, All
Week.
Oct. 23, - Human Relations Student Workshop, Browsing Room/
SA-107, 12:00 noon 1:30pm.
Oct. 24, - Bake Sale,
College Center/LS.A. Office, 11 :00am : 1:00pm.
College Jam, College
Cafeteria, Entertainment
by the "Harmonic Voices",
9:00 pm-1 :00am, $3.00/

Entrance Fee.

Oct. 25 - Brunch/Buffet, Grill Room, 11 :00am
- 1:00pm, $5.00/plate.

IN CONCERT

MARY TRAVERS
of

Peter, Paul and Ma·ry
General Admission: $20-Orchestra, $15- Balcony
Patron: $50 - Reserved Seating/Parking/Artist Reception
. ited iic\<elS

urn

A,vai\able
FOR FURTHER INFO CONTACT

JCC of CENTRAL NEW JERSEY
1391 MARTINE AVENUE
SCOTC H PLAINS. NEW JERSEY 0/n//
(201) 889-8800

YEARBOOK INFORMATION... Note: At senior sitting students (all students) can place an order for
a yearbook. There will be a charge.•••
Advertising: Advertisements are one of the ways that the Yearbook balances the costs of producing the Yearbook. It would be a big help to get more ·
ads in the Yearbook and at the same time get your message across. The prices
are listed below:

Condo - Reasonable - 2
Bedroom in Roselle Park. Call
Jeanne 241-7739.

Blind Student needs reader
for Intro. to Algebra. If interested, contact, or leave a
message with Siham 745-1608.

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

For Classified

-

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

Spring 1991
· Music 4270
w/Herb Golub
Wed. 5 to 7:30

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 1, 1990
8:00 PM
CRANFORD H.S.
AUDITORIUM
WEST END PLACE
CRANFORD, N.J.
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Annual Kean College Russian Adventure Trip
1 7 tft. 5t9{9{'l15t.l .l1'T'E'R.?t'R._'Y 'TO'U'R._

Russian Studies in Leningrad

"'IJ'R._1'T1S:J{ L1'T'E'R._5t'T'J.l'R._'E 5t'T 1'TS SO'U?(C'E"

and Moscow

Trade Times Square for Trafalgar Square, London

January 4 - January 11, 1991

on New Year's Eve!

3 College Credits; $1,414.00
An eight day trave l course to study the cutture, habits, literature, art and everyday Itta of one of the most diversttled people
in the world--The Russians--where you will see fo r yourself those turbu lent events and cataly1ic forces that triggered ott the
"'ten days that shook the world."
The cost--$1414 covers the entire trip and Includes : round trip jet transportation on a scheduled airllne ... first class hotels
in both citles .. bus transportation between all airports ...midnight train rides between Leningrad and Mosco w ... two meals a day ;
breakfast and d inner. .. daily sightseeing on the Russian intourist buses .. .all taxes , tips and service charges .
Alf deposits should be made by Nov. 1, 1990. For more detailed information and application forms please see, Dr. Robert
Fyne, Willis Hall, Room 305-8 .

Spend 17 days in England and Scotland .
Earn three credits in English.

It's Not Too Early To Think About
LONDON IN JANUARY

THE COST INCLUDES:
Rnunu Trip Air Fa re.
·1ran,le" 1i1 Anu From The Airpnrt.
Accomoda1ions Al HOiets In London And Edinburgh
Breakfas1s And A 15 Day Bril Rai l Pass For Unl imi1ed
Train Travel In England. Sco1;and. And Wales.

The course is Contemporary British Theatre, the place , of course, is London, England . The dates are
January 2-13 . We'll be seeing lots of theat re , taking backstage tours, participating in semi nars with actors
and directo rs, going and spending our free time at the Tower of Londo n, Buckingham Palace and all of
th e other famous sit~s that make Londo n the exciting international city it is. And all of this for approximately $ 1200. 00 including : Airfare,
t ransfers, hotel, breakfasts, theatre I ___ Yes I am interested in joining the London trip in January 1991 .
tickets, 1/2 day tou r of London , the I
Please send me add~ional information.
Stratford trip, seminars and anyth ing I
else we can squeeze in. This is a 3 I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

December 26 , 1990 - January 12, 199 1

Cost: $ 1600 ( plus tuition ) or
non-credit fee of $100 .00

S1udy Br i1ish Literature Through Tours And Lec1ures In
Ba1h. Cantcrhur y. York. Camtirit..lge Unive r,tt y.
And The Victoria And Albert Museum.
Students Will Have Ample Free Time To Explore
London, Scmland, And Waies Independently.
Individ ual Side Trips To Paris, France Or Dublin. Ireland.

r-------------------------- ..I

credit course and tuition is extra.
If you think you 'd like to join us
please fill out the form below and
returnRhoades
it to Jim Murphy and
Holly

; Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

I
I
I

0

;

-

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -~
;
I., __________________________
Tel. No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ ,.I

If you like to ski, want to meet some new people and
compete against schools like Rutgers, N.J.I.T., aro Montclair,
then join the Kean College Ski Team, otherwise known as
the Ski Club. We meet every Tuesday during college hour
(1 :40 to 2:55 p.m.) at D'Angola room 126.
Beginners to expert, male, female, or anthropoid

WE NEED YOU''!

.

-

.:.....=::=:::=

Phone The English Dcpartmcm
For Add111onal In forma tion.

527-2298 I 2092-3.

;

Kean Ski Team

.

Concact Professor Sid ney Krueger. English Depa rtment . ~ ~ Kean College or New Jersey.
Morns Avenue . L'n1on . New Jersey 07083.
0

Music Across The Channel
Due to overwhelming success of the trip just completed, I am delighted to announce plans for the next Music Across
the Channel which will take place January 1 thru 15, 1991 and will include the following :

• Round trip air fare - Newark - London, Paris - Newark
• Train and Hoovercraft Transportation between London and Paris
• All Transfers • Two to a room with private bath and buffet breakfast dally
• A one-day trip outside of both London and one In Paris
• Two musical events In London and one In Paris
• Sightseeing and major landmarks In both cities• Sufficient free time to explore and sho,:.
The trip will cost about $1625.00 and the three credits are extra. Those not registering for credit are required to pay
an additional $100.00 Continuing Education Fee.
There is a great amount of interest, so if you wish to reserve a space please fill out the bottom portion and return it to
me as soon as pos&ible. For further information contact Prof. Golub.

Name· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone - - - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

------------------

Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Kean College
Communication - Help Center

Scholarship
Applications
are now
Available for the
following scholarships:
Council for Part Time Students

Part time students only
John J. Kinsella Scholarship

Graduate math majors
Scholarships will be awarded for the Spring 1991 semester. The
deadline for submitting applications is November 15, 2990 at 6 PM
in the Financial Aid Office. Honor Scholarship applications may be
picked up in the Fuinancial Aid Office and at the Council for PartTime Students' Office.

HOT LINE
1-800-376-7805
527-2360 •527-2330
Monday thru Friday
9am - 12am
Saturday thru Sunday
2pm -12am
Have a Problem? Want to Rap?
Information and Referrals

New Student
Committee
General Meetings:

November6
November20
December4
Tuesdays, at
1 :40 P.M. In The
Freshman Center

It's Not Too Early To Submit!
to Kean College's literary magazine

The Grub Street Writer
•
•
•
•

Poetry• Prose (fiction and nonfiction)
Deadline: January 18, 1991
Name and address on all submissions, please
Mail box located in Willis 305

Students interested in being on the
staff of the Grub Street Writer are
asked to attend our next meeting on
October 30, 1990 at 1:40 in Willis
307.

Come Join Us!!!

·inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
(Non-Denominational)
ComE Fellowship With Us
Visitors are Welcome
We meet Tues. 1 :40 J-132
or call Brian at 351-1847

SOPHMORES!!!
Positions are available for YOUR CLASS.
Come to our meeting on Wed. At 3:05.
Student Org. Conference Rm.
Info. 289-6200.
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Sports Photographers
Needed

I

Soccer Team Defeats Trenton; Wins NJAC Championship
The Kean men's soccer team
went into their game against Trenton State on Saturday knowing that
they had already won their sixth
NJAC Championship as Montclair
was upset by Glassboro the previous evening.
Head Coach Tony Ochrimenko,
however, wanted a win against
the Lions to maintain the squad's
undefeated record in the conference.
"I told our players before the
game that I didn't want to win the
conference through the back door,"
Ochrimenko said. "I wanted to go
9-0 in the conference as we prepared for postseason play."

Ochrimenko got his wish as the
Cougar's sensational front four
dominated the contest and led Kean
to a 4-1 victory over the Lions.
Kean's frontline of Greg Bajek,
Fred Guiran, and Pascal Clerigo
has accounted for 33 goals and 19
assists this season.
"I can't believe that there is any
team that has a better frontline
than we do," Ochrimenko said.
''They each have there own style
that creates problems for opposing
defenses."
Against Trenton, Clerigo
(Newark) netted two goals while
Bajek (Clifton) and Guiran (Passaic) each had one goal and two

assists. Bajek leads the team with Kean the past two seasons.
16 goals and nine assists as he is
"It feels great to finally win the
vying for the conference scoring conference again," Ochrimenko
crown. Guiran, who was named said. "We have been ranked first or
Star-Ledger Athlete of the Week, second the past few seasons behas 10 goals and six assists, all in fore being eliminated. The bounced
the last eight games.
just seemed to go our way this
While the offense has flour- year.
ished for Kean, the defense has
"This team is playing super soccer
had no difficulty stopping the right now," he continued." ''There
opposition. They have allowed just is no telling how far we can go.
six goals in eight conference games Right now our sights are set on a
and 19 goals all season.
.regional championship."
The conference championship
The last time the Cougars won
is Kean's first since 1984. To win the NJAC, they advanced all the
the crown the Cougars had to knock way to the Final Four before being
off Glassboro and Trenton who are eliminated. Kean has won conferthe teams that have eliminated ence championships in 1973, 1978,

1982, 1983, and 1984.
The Cougars are now 13-5 and
have won nine straight games,
including four over teams that were
ranked in the Top 20. Kean is
ranked second in its region behind
Elizabethtown (Pa.) and is hoping
to host some of the NCM Tournament.
The Cougars next game is on
Wednesday, October 24 against
William Paterson in their final NJAC
game. Following that game, Kean
will host New Haven on Saturday
the 27th before travelling to New
Jersey Tech on the 31 st for their
final regular season game.

Alfred Downs Kean
The Cougars travel led to Alfred
University and came away on the
short end of a 40-22 contest.
Kean battled the Saxons extremely tough for two and onehalf quarters before Alfred pulled
away. The score was 1 7-1 0 at the
half. Kean led, 7-3, on the strength
of freshman quarterback Mike
Taranto's 28-yard touchdown pass
to Mark Gioffre. After the Saxons
scored twice to take a 17-3 lead,
Kurt Wieboldt booted a careerhigh 46-yard -field goal to cut the
lead back to seven.
Things started out brightly in
the third quarter for the Cougars.

Cougar goal-keeper clears zone.

PholO by Al Ungarte

Alfred began the second half trying
to catch Kean off-guard with an
onside kick. The strategy failed as
Kean took possession at the Saxon
29-yard line. A personal foul call,

Kean Fall Sports Roundup
MALEATHLETEOFTHEWEEK
- Freshman forward Fred Guiran
(Passaic) netted two goals and two
assists in the Cougars victories over
Trenton State, 4-1, and Glassboro
State, 1-0. Gui ran has 10 goals and
six assists in his last six games
since he took over as starter. For
his efforts, Guiran has also been

named Star-Ledger Male Athlete
of the Week and Bergen Record
Hometown Hero.
FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE
WEEK - Sophomore midfielder
Dawn Dickten (Lanoka Harbor)
scored four goals and added two

assists in the Cougars three games
this week. Dickten tallied a hat
trick in Kean's, 8-0, rout of
Kutztown. She also had two assists
in the contest. In Kean's victory
over Alfred in the first round of the
Cougar Classic Dickten had one
goal. Dickten now has six goals
and six assists on the season.

Additional Aerobics Hours
Starting Oct. 22
Mon. - 3-4, 4-5 • Tues. - 12-1, 3-4, 4-5
Wed. - 3-4, 4-5 • Thur. - 3-4, 4-5
Fri. - 3-4, 4-5

Room 158 E. C. • #527-2229

Kean College Co Rec
Volleyball
Entry Deadline: Mon. Nov 5th
Registration From, Rm 122 - Ph # 527-2229
Games Begin on Mon, Nov. 12th
at East Campus Gym

however, set the Cougars back 1 5 lead.
yards and after four plays they
On the next series, even stranger
were forced to punt.
things happened. The Saxons beThe Saxons took the punt and gan play at their own 20-yard line.
drove to the Kean 39-yard line After a four yard run, Kean linebefore they were forced to kick. backer Mike Leonard was called
The punt bounced inside the 10- for a late hit which moved the ball
yard line and hit a Cougar player · to the Saxon 39-yard Iine. The next
in the leg. The ball was recovered play the Saxons gained 12 more
by Alfred at the three. After two yards to the Cougar 49-yard line,
plays accounted for losses of seven however, safety RobCalavetta was
yards, Alfred quarterback Ed Lo- called for another late hit. After
arguing the cal\ the Kean coaches
cey (20 carries for 184 yards and
three touchdowns) was forced out- were called for three unsportsman1ike conduct penalties. After all
of-bounds for no gain on third
four penalties were marked off the
down. Kean was called for a faceball was moved from the Cougar
mask penalty and after the five
49 to the nine without a play being
yards were marked off third down
run. Alfred kicked a 26-yard field
was repeated again. On what should
goal but, more importantly, expehave been fourth down, Locey
rienced a sharp turn in momenbootlegged around the left corner
for a touchdown and a 23-1 0 Alfred
tum.

Women's Soccer Raises Record To 9-1-3
Dickten Named Star-Ledger Athlete Of The Week
The Kean women's soccer team
extended their unbeaten streak to
six games with a, 3-0, defeat of
Trenton State on Wednesday and '
a, 1-1, tie with Skidmore College
on Saturday.
The squad owes much of their
success to goaltender Denise Dickten (Lanoka Harbor). In 11 games
this year, Dickten has allowed just
seven goals while recording 86
saves. Her record for the season is
7-1-3.
In the past week, Dickten allowed only one goal while recording 17 saves. For her efforts, Dickten was named Star-Ledger Female Athlete of the Week.
Dickten, who plays on the
Cougars with twin sister Dawn,
has also been effective out of the
net. In the two games she has
played midfield, she recorded one
goal and one assist.
"Denise has done everything
that has been asked of her," Head
Coach Lenny Armuth said. "She
can play any position on the field
well."

Dickten isn't the only person
playing well for the 18th-ranked
Cougars.
The forward trio of Nicole
Anderson (Brick), Linda Schuler
(Toms River), and Colleen Suflay
(Farmingville, N.Y.) has combined
for 11 goals and seven assists in
Kean's la st five games, four of them
victories and one a tie.
The defense has also done a
superb job of protecting Dickten
in net. Kean has outshot their
opposition 256 to 86 for the season. The defense is only allowing
the opposition seven shots per game.
Senior captain Karen Wirth
(Scotch Plains) is the defensive
leader and catalyst of the Cougars.
She is joined by junior Liz Syvertson.
Midfielder Crissie Wood
(Oakhurst), with four goals and
two assists, is also playing well for
Kean.
''The entire team is playing very
well together," Armuth said. "We
have our work cut out for us, but if
we win the rest of our games, we
are hoping to make the NCM's.•

Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports
Division of Intramural Sports

INDOOR WHIFFLEBALL
League will only be formed if there are
enough interested players. Stop by Recreation office. East Campus Rm 122 for
more information and sign-ups.
Men, Women, & Co Rec Divisions Offered
527-2229

